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One of the goals in the study of spaces is that of classiﬁcation. Since the classiﬁcation
up to homeomorphism is impossible, the focus has been to classify up to other equiva-
lences. In the cases of homotopy equivalence and weak homotopy equivalence this again
reduces the classiﬁcation problem to the study of the corresponding homotopy category.
An important tool in this classiﬁcation is model categories, which were developed by
Daniel G. Quillen[Qui67]. The main point of this theory is that instead of studying
the homotopy category, one can study a model for the homotopy category. Of course,
topological spaces is one such model. However, it is not the only one. When working
with weak homotopy equivalences there is a Quillen model structure on simplicial sets
making it a model for the homotopy category of spaces – in some sense this was one of
the examples motivating model categories.
With the deﬁnition of a model structure for topological spaces, a natural question
was to look for a model where the weak equivalences are h∗-equivalences for some gener-
alised homology theory h∗. This lead Aldridge K. Bousﬁeld to the study of localisations
of model categories, which resulted in a new and powerful technique for adding weak
equivalences to a model category[Bou75]. Further development by Bousﬁeld, Dror Far-
journ and Philip Hirschhorn lead to localisations on a set of morphisms[Hir03].
Using the model structure on simplicial sets as a foundation, Andre´ Joyal formulated
a model structure on simplicial presheaves of a site in a letter to Alexander Grothendieck
in 1983. These ideas were later developed by Rick Jardine[Jar87], and led to model cate-
gories becoming an important tool in algebraic geometry. In particular, theA1-homotopy
theory for schemes of Fabien Morel and Vladimir Voevodsky[MV99] is formulated as the
Bousﬁeld localisation of a model structure on simplicial presheaves.
Another tool shared by algebraic geometry and algebraic topology is K-theory. This
is an invariant that originated in the works of Grothendieck on the Riemann–Roch
theorem[BS58]. The deﬁnition concerns coherent sheaves on a variety, but a year later
Michel F. Atiyah and Friedrich Hirzebruch modiﬁed this to work with vector bundles
on any ﬁnite dimensional CW-complex[AH59]. Moreover, in [AH61] they showed that
K-theory is a generalised cohomology theory satisfying Bott periodicity.
Given singular cohomology one can use Poincare´ duality to deﬁne singular homology
for manifolds. The paper [Whi62] by George W. Whitehead showed that there is a
similar dual to any generalised cohomology theory. In particular there is a generalised
homology theory that is dual to topological K-theory. This theory is called K-homology,
and its connection with elliptic operators was noted by Atiyah[Ati70].
The historical recap above dealt with “commutative geometry” in the sense that the
spaces can be described by commutative rings. This contrasts to the world of non-
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commutative geometry where the data is described by C∗-algebras. Still, some of the
techniques from the commutative setting also works in the non-commutative world.
In particular, the Gelfand transform[Gel41] links topological spaces and commutative
Banach algebras. This connection is also manifest in K-theory, as the topological K-
theory of a space X coincide with the C∗-algebra K-theory of C(X).
The C∗-algebra version of K-theory was developed from topological K-theory dur-
ing the sixties. One step came in 1962 when Richard G. Swan extended a result of
Jean-Pierre Serre. The resulting Serre–Swan theorem[Swa62] says that the global sec-
tion functor gives an equivalence between isomorphism classes of vector bundles over a
space X and isomorphism classes of ﬁnite dimensional projective modules over the ring




corresponds to a ﬁnite
dimensional projective module over C(X), topological K-theory can also be described





In 1966 Reg Wood proved Bott periodicity by Banach algebra methods[Woo66], but
it would still take a decade before K-theory became a mainstream tool in operator
algebras. A breakthrough came with the 1975 survey article by Joseph L. Taylor, and
its deﬁnition of K-theory for Banach algebras[Tay75].
As mentioned earlier, K-homology for spaces is related to elliptic operators. For
manifolds these are a particular kind of diﬀerential operators, while for more general
spaces X (e.g. compact Hausdorﬀ spaces) they are Fredholm operators on the Hilbert
space C(X). Another connection between K-homology and C∗-algebras is given by the
group Ext(X) constructed by Lawrence G. Brown, Ronald G. Douglas and Peter A.
Fillmore[BDF73]. This group is formed by looking at C∗-algebra extensions K → E →
C(X) under a suitable equivalence relation, and by [BDF77] it realises the K-homology
of X.
The duality between topological K-theory and K-homology was extended to separa-
ble C∗-algebras by Gennadi Kasparov in [Kas80]. By using representations on Hilbert
modules he deﬁned abelian groups KK(A,B) such that KK(C, A) is the K-theory of A
while KK(B,C) is the K-homology of B. An important aspect of Kasparov’s construc-
tion is the intersection product KK(A,D) ⊗ KK(D,B) → KK(A,B), which forms the
basis of the additive category KK.
In the eighties the axioms for KK-theory were formulated by Nigel Higson[Hig87] and
Joachim Cuntz[Cun84], and these axioms played a role in establishing new pictures of
KK(A,B). One such picture, relying on quasi-homomorphisms, is given in [Cun84]. This
picture was later modiﬁed to use free products instead of quasi-homomorphisms[Cun87].
A related picture, also due to Cuntz, replaces free products with tensor algebras[Cun97]
[Cun98]. It is this picture that forms the basis for the construction of KK-theory in the
monograph [CMR07], where it is related to the suspension-stable homotopy category
ΣHo.
The aforementioned category KK can be viewed as a kind of “stable homotopy cat-
egory” for C∗-algebras. Thus it makes sense to see if there is a corresponding model
category. A ﬁrst step in this direction was in the article [Sch84] where Claude Schochet
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extended the deﬁnition of coﬁbrations∗ from topological spaces to C∗-algebras. These
morphisms can be considered as ﬁbrations, and combined with KK-equivalences as weak
equivalences this gives a category of ﬁbrant objects (in the sense of [Bro73])[Uuy11].
However, an argument of Kasper Andersen and Jesper Grodal from 1997 shows that
this is not the subcategory of ﬁbrant objects in a model category[Uuy11, Appendix A].
Looking back to the commutative side, the model structure used in A1-homotopy
theory for schemes was formed by looking at the category of functors into a “nice”model
category and then using Bousﬁeld localisation. In [Øst10] Paul Arne Østvær used this
approach to give cubical C∗-spaces a model structure related to KK-theory. In view of
the Dold–Kan correspondence there ought to be a similar construction where cubical
sets are replaced by chain complexes. The aim of this thesis is to investigate such a
construction.
Structure of the thesis
Chapter 1 of this thesis deals with background material in homological and homotopi-
cal algebra. It contains mostly well-known results, and a reader familiar with chain
complexes, triangulated categories and Ab-enriched category theory can skip ahead to
Section 1.4. A reader that is also well versed in model categories might want to read the
summary of some results from [CD09] in Section 1.4 before proceeding to Chapter 2.
A more detailed description of Chapter 1 is as follows. Section 1.1 deals with notation
and terminology and introduces Ab-enriched category theory, Kan extensions, localisa-
tions and the categorical“image”. The topic of Section 1.2 is the study of the Ab-enriched
version of the Yoneda embedding, while Section 1.3 is devoted to triangulated categories.
The aim of Section 1.4 is to introduce a model category structure on the category of
chain complexes that is suitable for localisation. Apart from standard works on model
categories (i.e. [Hov99] and [Hir03]), this builds upon the work of Denis-Charles Cisinski
and Fre´de´ric De´glise on localisations of model categories for chain complexes.
The main part of the thesis is contained in Chapter 2. In Section 2.1 the constructions
of Chapter 1 are adapted to the setting of C∗-algebras. In order to get a model structure
as close as possible to KK-theory, the technique of Bousﬁeld localisation is utilised in
Section 2.2. This culminates in a comparison of the resulting homotopy category with
the category KK.
Proposition (2.2.15). The model category constructed in Section 2.2 is such that its
homotopy category contains KK as a subcategory.
Section 2.3 deals with the Dold–Kan correspondence between connective chain com-
plexes and simplicial sets. The central result is a Quillen adjunction between the model
structure of Section 2.2 and the homotopy invariant model structure on simplicial C∗-
spaces from [Øst10, Section 3.4]. Following this is Section 2.4 which is devoted to the
∗ He extended the classical notion of coﬁbrations, i.e. maps that satisfy the homotopy extension
property. These corresponds to the coﬁbrations in the model structure considered in [Str72], and in this
model structure the weak equivalences are homotopy equivalences.
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stable situation. Here the main result is the stable analogue of the Dold–Kan correspon-
dence.
Proposition (2.3.14 and 2.4.19). The Dold–Kan correspondence gives a Quillen adjunc-
tion between the model category of Proposition 2.2.15 and the homotopy invariant model
structure on simplicial C∗-spaces.
Similarly, the stable Dold–Kan correspondence gives a Quillen adjunction between the
model category of Proposition 2.2.15 and the stable homotopy invariant model structure
on spectra of C∗-spaces.
Chapter 2 ends with a section dealing with slice ﬁltrations, which is a computational
tool devoted by Voevodsky. The chain complex version of this tool was studied in
[HK06] and resulted in a spectral sequence. However, Section 2.5 shows that the spectral
sequence obtained from KK does not yield more information.




This chapter introduces background material in homological algebra and category theory.
The aim is to present the modern framework for homotopy theory, which later will be
used to create a model category structure on C∗-algebras.
1.1 Notation and terminology
In this thesis all categories will be locally small, i.e. if C is a category and C1, C2 are
objects of C then HomC(C1, C2) is a set. Note that the category of sets, Set, is a
monoidal category with × as product and the one point set ∗ = {∅} as unit. Thus a
category C consists of a collection C of objects, and for each pair of objects C1, C2 a
set HomC(C1, C2). Moreover, for any triple C1, C2, C3 of objects there is a function
◦C1,C2,C3 : HomC(C1, C2) × HomC(C2, C3) → HomC(C1, C3) called composition. Finally,
for each object C there is a function idC : ∗ → HomC(C,C). These functions should
satisfy the associativity axiom (i.e. composition is associative) and the unit axiom (i.e.
the morphism idC(∅) is the identity morphism). Note that both of these axioms can be
formulated with diagrams in Set.
Since the category Ab of abelian groups is monoidal, one can mimic the above def-
inition of category by replacing sets with abelian groups, × with ⊗, ∗ with Z and
functions with group homomorphisms. If one does this, the result is the deﬁnition
of of an Ab-enriched category. Naturally. the prime example of an Ab-enriched cat-
egory is Ab itself. The Ab-enriched theory goes further. Given two Ab-enriched cat-
egories A1 and A2 an Ab-functor F: A1 → A2 consists of for each object A ∈ A1 an
object F(A) ∈ A2, and for each pair of objects A,A′ ∈ A1 a group homomorphism
FA,A′ : HomA1(A,A
′) → HomA2(F(A),F(A′)). These group homomorphism should of
course respect compositions and identity morphisms.
Natural transformations also have an Ab-enriched version. Given two Ab-functors
F,G: A1 → A2, an Ab-natural transformation η : F → G consists of for each object A of






























commutes. Note that since HomAb(Z, G)  G for any abelian group G the homomor-




can be identiﬁed with ηA = η˜A(1) : F(A) → G(A).
Since function composition is bilinear, this simpliﬁes the situation considerably. Notably,










commutes, that is if η gives a natural transformation F → G. To ease the notational com-
plexity, henceforth the data of any Ab-natural transformation between two Ab-functors
will be replaced with the data of the corresponding (ordinary) natural transformation.
More details on enriched category theory can be found in [Bor94, Chapter 6]. Another
notational convention is to denote the set of natural transformations from F to G by
Nat(F,G).
A particular kind of Ab-enriched categories are the additive categories. Such cate-
gories have a zero object 0 and a biproduct ⊕. Given two additive categories A1 and
A2, an additive functor F: A1 → A2 is an Ab-enriched functor that preserves the addi-
tional structure. Thus F(0)  0 and for each pair of objects A1, A2 of A1 there is an
isomorphism F(A1 ⊕ A2) → F(A1)⊕ F(A2).
There are several places where colimits (also known as “direct limits” or “inductive
limits”) will be used. In most cases the set-up will be the standard one, where one
takes the colimit of a functor F: C → D. In notational terms this colimit is denoted
by colimC F, and F is a C-diagram in D. Note that it is enough to specify the image of
a C-diagram in D to determine the value of the colimit (up to a natural isomorphism).
Because of this, some colimits will not be speciﬁed by a functor F: C → D, but will
instead be speciﬁed by the image of F, and in such cases the terminology of a diagram
in D will be used.
Among the categories appearing as C in the colimit, the following will often be
utilised:
Deﬁnition 1.1.1. Let F: C → D be a functor and D ∈ D. The category of objects of
C over D (also called the category of objects F-over D), 〈F ↓ D〉, has as objects pairs
(C, f) where C is an object of C and f is a morphism f : F(C) → D in D, while a














commutes. There is a corresponding functor PR: 〈F ↓ D〉 → C given by sending the
object (C, f) to C and the morphism g to g. ♠
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One particular use of Deﬁnition 1.1.1 is to form Kan extensions. Informally this is a
concept in category theory that mimic the process of extending functions by continuity.
Deﬁnition 1.1.2. Let F: C → D and G: C → E be functors. When it exists, the left
Kan extension of G along F, LanFG: D → E, is the functor taking an object D in D to
colim〈F↓D〉G ◦ PR. ♠
The categorically minded reader might notice that this deﬁnition of the left Kan
extension only covers the pointwise left Kan extension. There is a generalisation which
is deﬁned by an universal property[Mac98, Section X.3].
Proposition 1.1.3. If E is cocomplete∗ and F: C → D is a dense functor†, then for any
G: C → E the functor LanFG: D → E exists.
Proof. Note that for any object D in D, 〈F ↓ D〉 is non-empty. Thus it is enough to look
at the eﬀect on morphisms in D. Assume f : D1 → D2 is a morphism in D and (C, g)
is an object of 〈F ↓ D1〉. In this case (C, g ◦ f) is an object of 〈F ↓ D2〉. This gives the
morphism LanFG(f) : LanFG(D1) → LanFG(D2). 
The left Kan extension is an extension in the sense of Proposition 1.1.4, whose proof
uses the fact that if C ∈ C then (C, idF(C)) is an object of 〈F ↓ F(C)〉.
Proposition 1.1.4. Let E be a cocomplete category and F: C → D a dense functor that





gives a natural isomorphism G → (LanFG) ◦ F.
Proof. Since F is fully faithful, for each object (C ′, f) of 〈F ↓ F(C)〉 there is a morphism
f ′ : C ′ → C in C such that F(f ′) = f . It follows that G(C) has the same universal





As mentioned earlier, extensions have parallels to topology. On the other hand the
concept of localisation comes from algebra. Recall that when one forms the rational
numbers from the integers, one formally inverts every non-zero element. In algebra
this process has been generalised to localisation on a multiplicative subsets of a ring
(provided the ring has a multiplicative unit). Now, a ring with unit corresponds to a
category with one element, where the arrows corresponds to elements in the ring and
composition corresponds to multiplication. With this as the basic idea one can also
formally invert morphisms in any category:
Deﬁnition 1.1.5. Let C be a category and W a collection of morphisms in C that are
closed under composition. The W -localisation of C (when it exists) is a category C[W −1]
and a functor L: C → C[W −1] satisfying the following universal property: If F: C → D is
∗ A category E is cocomplete if all small colimits in E exists. † A functor F: C → D is dense if any
object D of D can be written as colim〈F↓D〉 F ◦ PR.
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a functor that takes morphisms in W to isomorphisms, then there exist a unique functor












Note that uniqueness of localisations follows from the usual argument with respect
to the universal property. Existence of the localisations, however, is a more complicated
matter. The construction of localisations follows the pattern of the special case in
Example 1.1.6. If the collection W is not a set this construction might fail on set-
theoretic grounds (the hom“sets” in the localised category need not be sets), as Example
1.1.7 shows.








idA  B idB
Denote by a the symbol w−1f and let A be the set of all strings (including the empty
string) over the alphabet {a}. Consider the category C′ with objects A and B, and
where:
HomC′(A,A) = {idA} ∪ {w−1fx | x ∈ A },
HomC′(B,B) = {idB} ∪ {fxw−1 | x ∈ A },
HomC′(A,B) = {w} ∪ {fx | x ∈ A },
HomC′(B,A) = {w−1x | x ∈ A }.
Composition is given by concatenation subject to the relations w−1w = idA and ww−1 =
idB. If W = {w}, one can show that C′  C[W −1]. ♣
Example 1.1.7. For a non-empty set B let fB = {B} and wB = {{B}, {{B}}}.
Consider the category whose objects are sets, the only endomorphism of an object is
the identity, and the only other non-empty hom sets are HomC(∅, B) = {fB, wB}. If
W = {wB | B = ∅} then there is no category C[W −1]. ♣
Recall that a category A is Ab-enriched (or enriched over Ab) if for objects A1, A2
of A the set HomA(A1, A2) has the structure of an abelian group and composition is
bilinear. In particular, this means that HomA(A1, A2) has a zero morphism. To such
a category, one can form the category Ch(A) of chain complexes over A. Its objects
are chain complexes (An, dn)n∈Z where An is an object of A and dn : An → An−1 is a
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morphism in A such that dn ◦dn+1 = 0. The morphisms in this category are chain maps,
i.e. a morphism f : (An, dn)n∈Z → (A′n, d′n)n∈Z is given by morphisms fn : An → A′n in A
such that fn−1◦dn = d′n−1◦fn. Since the subscript“n ∈ Z”on objects makes the notation
more cumbersome, it will henceforth be dropped. The resulting category Ch(A) is then
Ab-enriched. However, even more is true. If A is additive, then the category Ch(A) is
additive by deﬁning (An, dn)⊕ (A′n, d′n) = (An ⊕ A′n, dn ⊕ d′n).
The next deﬁnition has its genesis in topology. Recall that the reduced suspension of
a based topological space X is ΣX = S1∧X. It follows that if X is a based CW-complex,
then its n-cells are in bijective correspondence∗ with the n + 1-cells of ΣX. Thus if one
looks at the cellular chain complex of ΣX, it is a “shifted” version of the cellular chain
complex of X. Similarly, if f : X → Y is a base-point preserving continuous map, then
one can form the mapping cone, cone (f), by “glueing the cone of X to Y along f”. In
this case the n+1-cells of cone (f) comes from two sources, the n+1-cells of Y and the
n-cells of X. These two sources of cells are connected by f , which connects parts of the
boundary of cells from the cone of X with cells from Y .
Deﬁnition 1.1.8. Let C be an additive category.
• The suspension functor (also called the shift functor or the translation functor)
on the category Ch(C) is the invertible endofunctor Σ: Ch(C) → Ch(C) given by
(Cn, dn) → (Cˆn, dˆn) where Cˆn = Cn−1 and dˆn = dn−1. It has the obvious eﬀect on
morphisms.
• If f : (Cn, dn) → (C ′n, d′n) is a chain map, then the mapping cone of f is
cone (f) =
(






• A chain map f : (Cn, dn) → (C ′n, d′n) is null-homotopic if there are morphisms
sn : Cn → C ′n+1 in C such that fn = sn−1 ◦ dn + d′n+1 ◦ sn.
• A chain complex (Cn, dn) is contractible if id(Cn,dn) is null-homotopic. ♠
If f : (Cn, dn) → (C ′n, d′n) is a chain map, then the mapping cone of f and the
suspension of C is related by the sequence
(Cn, dn)
f  (C ′n, d
′
n)
ιf  cone (f)
πf  Σ(C ′n, d
′
n)
with ιf and πf the obvious chain maps. Note that the chain map πf ◦ ιf is the zero chain
map, while ιf ◦ f is null-homotopic.
The above sequence also has its genesis in topology. Let f : X → Y be a basepoint
preserving continuous map, and note that there is an obvious inclusion i : Y ↪→ cone (f).
Then i ◦ f is homotopic to a map that sends everything to the base-point of CX. There
is also a continuous map p : cone (f) → ΣX obtained by collapsing Y to the basepoint,
and the composition p ◦ i obviously maps everything to this point.
∗ At least if n ≥ 0 and the basepoint is considered as a −1-cell.
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If (C,⊗, S) is a symmetric monoidal category with C additive, then the total tensor
product gives Ch(C) a symmetric monoidal category structure. For objects (Cn, dn),
(C ′n, d
′
n) in Ch(C) the total tensor product is given by
(Cn, dn)⊗T (C ′n, d′n) =
( ⊕
i+j=n








The unit for the total tensor product is the chain complex S0 = S0(S) that is S in degree
0 and 0 elsewhere, while the twist isomorphism (Cn, dn)⊗T (C ′n, d′n) → (C ′n, d′n)⊗T (Cn, dn)
takes c⊗ c′ ∈ Ci ⊗ C ′j to (−1)ijc′ ⊗ c ∈ C ′j ⊗ Ci.
A particular class of symmetric monoidal categories are the ones that are also closed
monoidal, i.e. there is a right adjoint to the functor C ⊗ . Such a functor is called an
internal hom, and denoted by Hom(C, ). In the special case where C = Ab, the internal
hom object is HomAb(C, ), and in this case there is also an internal hom object in the
category Ch(Ab).









































k+n−1), (fl) = f → Dnf
and Dnf is the map whose kth component is
(Dnf)k : Ck → C ′k+n−1, c → (−1)n−1fk−1 ◦ dk(c) + d′k+n ◦ fk(c). ♠
In this case, the hom chain complex makes Ch(Ab) a closed symmetric monoidal
category, so for chain complexes C, C ′, and C ′′ there is a natural isomorphism
HomCh(Ab)
(




C ⊗T C ′, C ′′
)
.
For a general additive closed∗ category C, one use the internal hom object of C to endow
Ch(C) with an internal hom object following a similar recipe as the one of Deﬁnition
1.1.9.
A ﬁnal observation is that in degree n the hom chain complex is linked to suspension
n times. One formulation that makes this link explicit is Remark 1.1.10, which relies on
the functor that forgets diﬀerentials.
∗ A category is closed if it has an internal hom object.
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Remark 1.1.10. Denote by AbZ the category of functors from Z (where Z is viewed as
a discrete category, i.e. it has only the identity morphisms) to Ab with natural trans-
formations as morphisms, and let O: Ch(Ab) → AbZ be the functor that forgets the





















,O ◦ Σ−i((C ′n, d′n)))
(fl) → f. 
One aspect of a chain complex is its homology, i.e. the result of using the functors




= ker dk/ im dk+1. Later in the thesis there will
be a need to compute the homology of chain complexes of functors. In order to do so
the following deﬁnitions of the kernel and image are useful:
Deﬁnition 1.1.11. In a pointed category C, the kernel of a morphism f : C1 → C2 is
the equalizer of C1
f 
0
C2. Thus the kernel of f is a pair (ker f, ι) where ι : ker f → C1
is a morphism of C such that
• the composition f ◦ ι factors through 0 and
• if g : C0 → C1 is such that f ◦ g factors through 0, then g factors uniquely through
ι. ♠
Note that by the second bullet point, the map ι : ker f → C1 is necessarily a
monomorphism.
Deﬁnition 1.1.12. Let C be a category with terminal object ∗, and let f : C1 → C2
be a morphism in C. The image of f is a triple (im f, π, ι) where π : C1 → im f and
ι : im f → C2 are morphisms in C such that f = ι ◦ π. Such a triple should satisfy
• if h : C2 → C3 is a morphism such that h ◦ f factors through ∗, then h ◦ ι also
factors through ∗,
• the morphism ι is a monomorphism, and
• the triple (im f, π, ι) is terminal among such triples. ♠
Here, “terminal among such triples”means that if another triple (T, p, i) with i◦p = f




















Lemma 1.1.13. Let C be category with a terminal object, all push-outs and all equalizers.
Then all morphisms of C have an image.
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g  C2/ im f.
Let a : C2 → ∗ be the unique morphism to the terminal object, and observe that g ◦ f =
b ◦ a ◦ f . Consider the equalizer (K, ι) of g and b ◦ a, and note that there is a morphism
π : C1 → K such that f = ι◦π. Moreover, if h : C2 → C3 is such that h◦f factors through
∗, then by the universal property of the push-out there is a morphism k : C2/ im f → C3
such that h = k ◦ g. It follows that h◦ ι = k ◦ g ◦ ι, and the latter factors through ∗ since
g ◦ ι = b ◦ a ◦ ι. Thus the triple (K, π, ι) is the image of f if it is terminal among such



































commutes. By the universal property of equalizers there is a unique morphism t : T → K
such that ι◦t = i. Moreover ι◦π = i◦p = ι◦t◦p, so π = t◦p since ι is a monomorphism.
Thus (K, π, ι) is the image of f . 
Lemma 1.1.14. If f : C1 → C2 and h : C2 → C3 are morphisms of a pointed category
C such that h ◦ f factors through 0, h has a kernel and f has an image, then there is a
unique monomorphism α : im f → kerh.








Thus h ◦ ι = 0, whence the universal property of kernels gives a unique monomorphism
α : im f → kerh. 
1.2 The Ab-enriched Yoneda embedding
If A is an Ab-enriched category then one can view HomA as a bifunctor (Ab-enriched
in each variable) from Aop × A to Ab. This gives rise to the Yoneda embedding Y of
Aop into the category [A,Ab]Ab of Ab-enriched functors from A to Ab (with Ab-natural
transformations as morphisms). Under this embedding, the object A is mapped to
HomA(A, ) while the morphism f : A → A′ is mapped to the natural transformation
12
f ∗ : HomA(A′, ) → HomA(A, ). By the Ab-enriched Yoneda lemma∗ this embedding
is a fully faithful functor.
Since Ab is an additive category, so is [A,Ab]Ab by deﬁning (F⊕G)(A) = F(A)⊕G(A).
Moreover, since [A,Ab]Ab is complete and cocomplete, it has all kernels and cokernels.
Thus [A,Ab]Ab is an abelian category. It is also possible to show that [A,Ab]Ab is a
Grothendieck category, see for instance [Fre03, The proof of Proposition 5.21].
The next aim is to give [A,Ab]Ab the structure of a closed monoidal category. Since Ab
has a tensor product, the ﬁrst candidate is to deﬁne the hom object by Hom(G,H)A =
Nat
(
G( ),H(A) ⊗ H( )) and use the external tensor product in [A,Ab]Ab, that is the
functor
⊗ : [A,Ab]Ab × [A,Ab]Ab → [A,Ab]Ab
(F1 ⊗ F2)(A) = F1(A)⊗ F2(A).
The problem with the external tensor product and the above hom object is that the
hom–tensor adjunction fails.
Example 1.2.1. Let F,G,H ∈ [A,Ab]Ab and η : F → Hom(G,H). If the hom–tensor
adjunction holds, η should give rise to a natural transformation θ : F⊗G → H. Assume
F and G both sends all morphisms to idZ while H is functor that maps all morphisms to
idZ2 . In this case η is determined by ηA : Z → Nat
(
G( ),H(A)⊗ H( )) which again is
determined by the value of ηA(1) : G → H(A)⊗H, and the latter natural transformation





(1) ∈ Z2 ⊗ Z2. On the other hand θA is uniquely
determined by the value of θA(1 ⊗ 1) ∈ H(A) = Z2. Since there is no canonical map
Z2 ⊗ Z2 → Z2, this shows that the hom–tensor adjunction fails. ♣
If A is a monoidal category, there is a construction of internal objects due to Brian
Day ([Day70]). A reformulation of this construction can be found in [MMSS01, Section
21]. The technique is to use functor
⊗′ : [A,Ab]Ab × [A,Ab]Ab → [A× A,Ab]Ab
(F1 ⊗′ F2)(A1, A2) = F1(A1)⊗ F2(A2)
to internalise the external tensor product, and then modify Hom(G,H) in the appropriate
way.
Deﬁnition 1.2.2. If A is monoidal with tensor product ⊗σ : A × A → A, then the
internal tensor product in [A,Ab]Ab of the functors F1 and F2 is the functor (F1⊗F2) =
Lan⊗σ(F1 ⊗′ F2), the left Kan extension† of F1 ⊗′ F2 along ⊗σ. Thus for A an object of
A,
(F1⊗F2)(A) = colim〈⊗σ↓A〉(F1 ⊗
′ F2) ◦ PR = colim
A1⊗σA2→A
F1(A1)⊗ F2(A2).
Note that another name for the internal tensor product, ⊗, is the Day convolution
product. ♠
∗ This is the Yoneda lemma where everything is Ab-enriched, and the functors go to Ab. The proof
of this lemma is the same as that of the Yoneda lemma, mutatis mutandis. † Which exists due to
Theorem 1.2.4.
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The internal tensor product, ⊗, is an extension of ⊗σ in the sense that if B1 and B2
are objects of A then the natural map Y(B1)⊗Y(B2) → Y(B1⊗σB2) is an isomorphism
[MMSS01, Lemma 1.8]. Moreover, if A is a symmetric monoidal category, then so is
[A,Ab]Ab with the internal tensor product.
Note that if H ∈ [A,Ab]Ab, then there is no guarantee that H(A1⊗σA2) and H(A1)⊗
H(A2) are isomorphic. Since the internal tensor product involves morphisms A1⊗σA2 →
A in A one must account for this in the deﬁnition if the internal hom object.
Deﬁnition 1.2.3. Let A be a monoidal with tensor product ⊗σ. For functors G, H in





for objects A in A, and
Hom(G,H)f : Hom(G,H)A → Hom(G,H)B, η → (H(f⊗σid )) ◦ η
for morphisms f : A → B in A. ♠
By construction, these two internal objects satisfy the usual adjoint relation, that is










Next up is a process for extending functor from A to [A,Ab]Ab. In order to do this
the following two density results are needed:
Theorem 1.2.4. Any object F ∈ [A,Ab]Ab is the colimit colim〈Y↓F〉(Y ◦ PR) of repre-
sentable objects (i.e. the Yoneda embedding is dense).
Proposition 1.2.5. Any object β in the arrow category of [A,Ab]Ab (i.e. any Ab-natural
transformation) is a colimit of representable objects.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.4. Let F: A → Ab be an Ab-functor and A an object of A. By





)  F(A), η → ηA(idA),




is given by pointwise addition. The
inverse of this isomorphism is given by x → ηx where
ηxB : HomA(A,B) → F(B), k → (Fk)(x).
Taking this as a starting point, the goal is to construct a diagram in [A,Ab]Ab consisting
of objects and morphisms in the image of Y such that F is the colimit of this diagram.
So given A ∈ A and x ∈ F(A) let the diagram have a vertex HomA(A, )x. More-
over, for each morphism f : A → A′ in A and x ∈ F(A) let the diagram have an arrow
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ζf,x : HomA(A
′, )(Ff)(x) → HomA(A, )x. The interpretation of this diagram is straight-
forward. The vertices HomA(A, )x are all copies of the object HomA(A, ), while the
arrows ζf,x are morphisms in [A,Ab]Ab (i.e. Ab-natural transformations) determined by
ζfB : HomA(A
′, B) → HomA(A,B), k′ → f ∗(k′) = k′ ◦ f.
For book-keeping reasons the objects and morphisms obtained from the diagram will
be adorned with a subscript or superscript indicating which vertex or arrow they came
from.
Claim: The colimit of the diagram is the functor F
There are two things to check in order to verify the claim:
1. The existence of a morphism from the colimit to the functor F.
2. The morphism is in fact an isomorphism.
Proof of (1): Given an object A in A, for each x ∈ F(A) and for each object B in A
deﬁne the map
ηxB : HomA(A,B)x → F(B), k → (Fk)(x).
Since Fk is a group homomorphism and ηxB(k) is the evaluation of this group homomor-
phism at x, it follows that ηxB(k) itself is a group homomorphism.

















F(g ◦ k))(x) = ηxC ◦ g∗(k).
Thus the maps ηxB form an Ab-natural transformation η
x : HomA(A, )x → F, and evi-
dently ηxA(idA) = x. Moreover, if ζ
f,x : HomA(A
′, )(Ff)(x) → HomA(A, )x is an arrow
in the diagram and k′ : A′ → B is a morphism in A, then
ηxA ◦ ζf,x(k′) = ηxA(k′ ◦ f) =
(
F(k′ ◦ f))(x) = (Fk′)((Ff)(x)) = η(Ff)(x)A′ (k′).



















θx : HomA(A, )x → colim〈Y↓F〉 (Y ◦ PR)
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(Y ◦ PR) → F
such that ξ ◦ θx = ηx.
Proof of (2): Since ηx(idA) = x, ξA is surjective for all A. Thus it remains to show that
ξA is injective. Since the colimit is computed pointwise,(
colim
〈Y↓F〉
(Y ◦ PR))(B) = {(x, k : A → B) | x ∈ F(A)}/ ∼
where (x, k) ∼ (x′, k′) if there is a morphism f : A → A′ such that (Ff)(x) = x′ and k =




(B) is given by k → 〈x, k〉.
Clearly (x, k) ∼ ((Fk)(x), idB) and ξB(〈y, idB〉) = ξB ◦ θyB(idB) = ηyB(idB) = y for y ∈
F(B). Thus if ξB(〈x, k〉) = ξB(〈x′, k′〉) then ξB
(〈(Fk)(x), idB〉) = ξB(〈(Fk′)(x′), idB〉)
whence (Fk)(x) = (Fk′)(x′).
Concluding remark: This ﬁnishes the proof of the “representable objects” part of Theo-




)  F(A), η → ηA(idA)
so the vertices of the diagram are in one-to-one correspondence with the objects of the
category 〈Y ↓ F〉 of objects Y-over F. Similarly there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the arrows in the diagram and the morphisms of the category 〈Y ↓ F〉. 
The proof of Proposition 1.2.5 needs the following lemma, whose proof follows from
the fact that every abelian group has a zero element.
Lemma 1.2.6. Let C be an Ab-enriched category and F: B → C some functor. If B is
a subcategory of B′, consider the extension of F given by F′ : B′ → C,
F′(B) =
{




F(f) f is a morphism of B
0 otherwise.
In this case, if the colimit colimB F exists, so does the colimit colimB′ F
′. Moreover
colimB F and colimB′ F
′ are isomorphic. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2.5. Let F,F′ : Aop → Ab be Ab-functors and β : F → F′ a nat-
ural transformation. The goal is to deﬁne a diagram ‡ whose colimit is the natural
transformation β. As a beginning, the proof of Theorem 1.2.4 gives us a “subdiagram”
† constructed as follows:
Given A ∈ A and x ∈ F(A) let the diagram † have a vertex HomA(A, )x, and
for each morphism f : A → A′ in A and x ∈ F(A) let the diagram † have an ar-
row ζf,x : HomA(A
′, )(Ff)(x) → HomA(A, )x. The interpretation of this diagram is
a bit more complicated than in the proof of Theorem 1.2.4. In this case the vertex
HomA(A, )x maps to the object
HomA(A, )x
ιx  HomA(A, )βA(x)
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(as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.4, the “decorations” are here for book-keeping reasons)
with ιx the identity natural transformation, while the arrow ζf,x : HomA(A
′, )(Ff)(x) →











ζf,βA(x)  HomA(A, )βA(x)
where ζf,x and ζf,βA(x) both are the natural transformation given by
ζfB : HomA(A
′, B) → HomA(A,B), k′ → f ∗(k′) = k′ ◦ f.
For x ∈ F(A) deﬁne the natural transformation ηx : HomA(A, )x → F by
ηxB : HomA(A,B)x → F(B), k → (Fk)(x)
i.e. ηx is deﬁned identical to its namesake in the proof of Theorem 1.2.4. Similarly, for
x′ ∈ F′(A) deﬁne the natural transformation η′x′ : HomA(A, )x′ → F′ by
η′x
′
B : HomA(A,B)x′ → F′(B), k → (F′k)(x′).
Observe that if k ∈ HomA(A,B), then



































commutes. Moreover, given Ab-functors G,G′ : A → Ab, a natural transformation




































ξ : F → G, ξA(x) = θxA(idA) and ξ′ : F′ → G′, ξ′A(y) = θ′yA(idA).
It follows that
πA ◦ ξA(x) = πA ◦ θxA(idA) = θβA(x)A ◦ ιxA(idA) = θβA(x)A (idA) = ξ′A ◦ βA(x).
Thus (ξ, ξ′) gives a morphism from β : F → F′ to π : G → G′.
By the proof of Theorem 1.2.4, the colimit of the diagram † is β′ : F → Fβ with Fβ
the functor taking A to the image of βA and f : A → A′ to (F′f)|im(βA). In this case β′A
is βA with the codomain changed to im(βA).
In order to produce F β F′ some amendments to † must be made. Construct the
diagram ‡ by adding
1. a vertex HomA(A, )
′
y for each y ∈ F′(A) \ im(βA) for each object A in A
2. an arrow ζ ′f,y : HomA(A′, )′(Ff)(y) → HomA(A, )′y for each pair (f, y) with f : A →
A′ a morphism in A and y ∈ F′(A) \ im(βA)
to the diagram †. The interpretation of the new data is that HomA(A′, )′y maps to the
zero natural transformation
HomA(A, )
′ 0  HomA(A, )y
while ζ ′f,y : HomA(A′, )′(Ff)(y) → HomA(A, )y maps to the commutative diagram
HomA(A









ζf,y  HomA(A, )y.
From Lemma 1.2.6 and the proof of Theorem 1.2.4 it readily follows that the colimit of
‡ is β : F → F′. 
Remark 1.2.7. Let Set∗ be the category of pointed sets.
1. For any category C there is a result similar to Theorem 1.2.4 concerning [C, Set]
and [C, Set∗].
2. For any category C there is a result similar to Proposition 1.2.5 concerning [C, Set∗].
Moreover, the similar results concerning the covariant Yoneda embedding are also true,
and the proofs are similar. 
Recall that for an Ab-enriched category A the functor category [A,Ab]Ab is additive
(it is even abelian). It follows that there is a category of chain complexes over [A,Ab]Ab,
and Proposition 1.2.8 shows that this category can be identiﬁed with the category of
Ab-functors from A to Ch(Ab).
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on morphisms (ηn) : (Fn, δn) → (Gn, n) (where A is an object of A). Then Ψ is an






Proof. Let (Fn, δn) be an object of Ch([A,Ab]Ab) and f : A → A′ be a morphism in








) → (Fn(A′), (δn)A′). By looking at each degree of the chain com-




is an Ab-functor from A to Ch(Ab). For a morphism

















An inverse to Ψ is given by Φ: [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab → Ch([A,Ab]Ab), where the functor
H: A → ((HA)n, dAn ) is mapped to (Hn, δn) with Hn(A) = (HA)n and (δn)A = dAn for
objects A in A. For natural transformations θ : H → K, the functor Φ gives the chain
map (θn), where (θn)A = (θA)n.









is null-homotopic. Then for each A there is a natural degree one
map (sA)n : FnA → Gn+1A such that (ηn)A = (sA)n−1 ◦ (δn)A + (n+1)A ◦ (sA)n. The
maps sA then give the desired degree one map (Fn, δn) → (Gn, n). 
As noted in Section 1.1, the category Ch([A,Ab]Ab) has both a suspension functor
and mapping cones. From Proposition 1.2.8 there is the following alternate description
of mapping cones:
Corollary 1.2.9. Given a morphism {ηn} : {Fn} → {Gn} in Ch([A,Ab]Ab), let Cη be
the mapping cone of {ηn}. Then for each A in A the identity map gives a natural
isomorphism Cη(A)  cone ({ηn}A) where cone ({ηn}A) is the mapping cone of the chain
map {(ηn)A} : {Fn(A)} → {Gn(A)}. 
The total tensor product on Ch(Ab) gives rise to an “external” tensor product in the
category [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab:
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Deﬁnition 1.2.10. If F, G are in [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab, then their tensor product, F ⊗T G, is
the functor that takes an object A in A to F(A) ⊗T G(A), and a morphism f : A → B
in A is taken to









a′i ⊗ a′′j → (Ff)i(a′i)⊗ (Gf)j(a′′j ). ♠
As mentioned earlier, if the category A have a tensor product ⊗σ, then Day con-
structed a internal tensor product in [A,Ab]Ab (Deﬁnition 1.2.2). By the same technique,
the tensor product on [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab can be internalised.
Deﬁnition 1.2.11. The internal tensor product of [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab is given by taking the
left Kan extension of the external tensor product along ⊗σ, that is given two functors




By combining Deﬁnition 1.2.11, Deﬁnition 1.1.9 and Remark 1.1.10 one arrives at
the deﬁnition of an internal hom object in [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab:
Deﬁnition 1.2.12. For functors G, H in [A,Ch(Ab)]Ab deﬁne the internal hom object as






O ◦G( ),O ◦ Σ−i ◦ H(A⊗σ )
)
in degree i for an object A in A (O is the functor that forgets diﬀerentials from Remark
1.1.10). The diﬀerential is given in degree i by taking the natural transformation
α : O ◦G( ) → O ◦ Σ−i ◦ H(A⊗σ )
to the natural transformation
Diα : O ◦G( ) → O ◦ Σ−(i−1) ◦ H(A⊗σ ),




= (−1)i−1(αB)j−1 ◦ d′′j + dπi+j ◦ (αB)j
where d′′ is the diﬀerential on G(B) and dπ is the diﬀerential on H(A⊗σB). For mor-














η → (O ◦ Σ−i ◦ H(f⊗σid )) ◦ η. ♠
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The inverse to this isomorphism takes γ :
(




(y) = γi+jA⊗σB(x⊗ y)
for x ∈ (FA)i and y ∈ (GB)j.
Proof. This proof is rather lengthy and technical. The ﬁrst part constructs the desired
natural map, the second part shows that it is indeed a chain map, while the third part
shows that it is an isomorphism.
Construction of the map: In order to specify a natural transformation γ : F⊗G → H,
one must give the components γA : (F⊗G)A → HA. Since ⊗ is deﬁned by a colimit,
the components can equally well be given by a collection of compatible (in the sense of
Deﬁnition 1.2.11) chain maps
γA1,A2,f : F(A1)⊗T G(A2) → H(A)
indexed over morphisms f : A1⊗σA2 → A in A.
Now given a natural transformation β : F → Hom(G,H), there is for each object A1
of A a natural (in A1) map of chain complexes βA1 : FA1 → Hom(G,H)A1. So for each
i ∈ Z one has a group homomorphism
βiA1 : (FA1)i → Nat
(
O ◦G,O ◦ Σ−i ◦ H(A1⊗σ )
)
commuting with the appropriate diﬀerentials. Thus for each x ∈ (FA1)i, A2 ∈ A and




: (GA2)j → H(A1⊗σA2)i+j
that is natural in A2. This gives rise to Z-bilinear maps





, (x, y) → (βiA1(x))jA2(y)
so there are group homomorphisms





, x⊗ y → (βiA1(x))jA2(y).
These group homomorphisms can be combined to a group homomorphism
βA1,A2 : F(A1)⊗T G(A2) → H(A1⊗σA2).
In order to form a natural transformation γβ : F⊗G → H it is enough to look at mor-
phisms f : A1⊗σA2 → A in A. Given such a morphism f , consider the group homomor-
phism
H(f) ◦ βA1,A2 : F(A1)⊗T G(A2) → H(A).
21
























































































































is a natural transformation from O ◦G to O ◦Σ−k ◦
H(A′1⊗σ ), and ‡ is true because β is a natural transformation from F to Hom(G,H).
This shows that the group homomorphisms
γA1,A2,f = H(f) ◦ βA1,A2 : F(A1)⊗T G(A2) → H(A)
are compatible in the sense of Deﬁnition 1.2.11, and so give rise to a natural map
γβ : O ◦
(
F⊗G)→ O ◦ H.









is natural in F, G and H.
The map is a chain map: In order to show that γβ :
(
F⊗G) → H is a chain map it is
enough to show that the maps βA1,A2 are chain maps. So consider x⊗y ∈ (FA1)i⊗(GA2)j
and let d be the diﬀerential on F(A1) ⊗T G(A2), d′ the diﬀerential on F(A1), d′′ the
diﬀerential on G(A2), and D the diﬀerential on Hom(G,H)(A1). Then
(βA1,A2)i+j−1 ◦ di+j(x⊗ y) = (βA1,A2)i+j−1
(















(y) + (−1)i(βiA1(x))j−1A2 (d′′j (y)).
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(y) = (−1)i−1(βiA1(x))j−1A2 ◦ d′′j (y) + dπi+j ◦ (βiA1(x))jA2(y),
whence βA1,A2 is a chain map.
The map is an isomorphism: For injectivity, if α, β : F → Hom(G,H) are distinct, then
there is an A1 ∈ A, i ∈ Z and x ∈ (FA1)i such that αiA1(x) = βiA1(x). Thus there exists





(y) = (βiA1(x))jA2(y), whence
γα = γβ.
For surjectivity, given γ :
(





(y) = γi+jA⊗σB(x⊗ y)
for x ∈ (FA)i and y ∈ (GB)j. This is well-deﬁned since γ is a natural transformation.
Since the formula for ωi,jA,B(x ⊗ y) is identical to that of γi+jA⊗σB(x ⊗ y) it follows that
γ = γω. 
Since the representable objects are dense in both [A,Ab]Ab and its arrow category,
there is hope that a similar density statement holds for Ch([A,Ab]Ab). This is indeed the
case, as Proposition 1.2.14 shows.
Proposition 1.2.14. The objects of Ch([A,Ab]Ab) (i.e. chain complexes of Ab-functors
A to Ab) are colimits of chain complexes of representable functors.







Fn n ≤ k
0 n > k,
and δkn =
{
δn n ≤ k
0 n > k.
and note that there are inclusions (Fkn, δ
k









n) is the colimit of chain
complexes of representable functors, and this will be done using transﬁnite induction
and Proposition 1.2.5. Thus, for the remainder of the proof, assume (Fn, δn) is zero in
degrees n > k.
Base case: The aim is to construct a diagram † such that the colimit of the diagram
is Fk in degree k, im δk in degree k − 1 and 0 otherwise. This can be done as follows:
Given A ∈ A and x ∈ Fk(A) let the diagram † have a vertex V A,k,x. Moreover, for each
morphism f : A → A′ in A let † have an arrow Ef,k,x : V A′,k,(Fkf)(x) → V A,k,x. View † as
a diagram in Ch([A,Ab]Ab) in the following way: The vertex V





HomA(A, )x n = k,




idHomA(A, ) n = k,
0 n = k
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while the arrow Ef,k,x is the chain map (ζn) with
ζn =
{
f ∗ n = k, n = k − 1,
0 otherwise.
From the proof of Proposition 1.2.5 it is clear that the colimit of this diagram is a functor
F′ that is Fk in degree k, im δk in degree k − 1 and 0 otherwise.
Inductive step, successor ordinal: Assume there is a diagram † of representative functors
such that colim † = (Fln, δln) where δln  δn for n > l, δln = 0 for n < l and δll : Fl → G
where G is the functor that sends A to the image of (δl)A in Fl−1(A).
The extension of † to the diagram ‡ is done as follows: For A ∈ A and x ∈ Fl−1(A) \
im(δl)A add a new vertex V
A,l−1,x, and for each morphism f : A → A′ in A add an arrow
Ef,l−1,x : V A
′,l−1,(Fl−1f)(x) → V A,l−1,x.
Using Lemma 1.2.6 it is clear that the extension of † to ‡ has no eﬀect on the colimit
in degrees greater than l, and another application of the proof of Proposition 1.2.5 shows
that the colimit of ‡ has the desired properties.
Inductive step, limit ordinal: There is only one limit ordinal to consider, namely the
ﬁrst inﬁnite ordinal ω. Since the result holds for all ﬁnite ordinals, for each m ∈ N
there is a representable chain complex Cm and a chain map Cm → (Fn, δn) which is an
isomorphism in degrees above k − (m + 1) and zero in degrees below k − (m + 1). It
follows that there are chain maps Cm → Cm+1. Let Cω be the colimit of these chain
maps, and note that Cω is isomorphic to (Fn, δn).
Conclusion: By transﬁnite induction it follows that (Fn, δn) is the colimit of repre-
sentable objects, so the result follows. A similar procedure can also be used to show
that the objects of the arrow category of Ch([A,Ab]Ab) are colimit of representable ob-
jects, cf. the proof of Proposition 1.2.5. 
1.3 Triangulated structure
The axioms of a triangulated categories was formulated by Jean-Louis Verdier in 1963.
He was working with Grothendieck, and their aim was to develop a tool for studying
cohomology theories in algebraic geometry. Of particular interest was the derived functor
Ext, which Verdier studied within the framework of derived categories in [Ver77].
At the same time, in algebraic topology, Dieter Puppe built sequences out of cones
and suspension (i.e. the coﬁbration or Puppe sequence) in the paper [Pup58]. This lead
to him formulating axioms similar to the ones for a triangulated category in [Pup62].
There are several equivalent deﬁnitions of a triangulated category. The one below is
from [May01].
Deﬁnition 1.3.1. Let T be an additive category and Σ an additive equivalence T → T
























f ′  Y ′
g′  Z ′
h′  ΣX.
The category T is a triangulated category if it has a collection of triangles (called
distinguished triangles) satisfying the following axioms:
T1 For any object X and morphism f in T the following holds:
1. The triangle X idX X 0 ΣX is distinguished.
2. The morphism f is part of a distinguished triangle (f, ιf , πf ).
3. Any triangle isomorphic to a distinguished triangle is distinguished.
T2 If (f, g, h) is distinguished, so is (g, h,−Σf).
T3 Given distinguished triangles (f, f ′, f ′′), (g, g′, g′′), and (h, h′, h′′) such that h = g◦f
then there exist morphisms j, j′ such that (j, j′, j′′) is a distinguished triangle with




















































commutes. Such a diagram is called a braid of distinguished triangles generated by
h = g ◦ f or cogenerated by j′′ = Σf ′ ◦ g′′. ♠
In [Ver77] the axioms for a triangulated category are denoted by TR1, TR2, TR3,
and TR4. The axioms TR1 and T1 are identical, while TR4 (the octahedron axiom) is
a diﬀerent formulation of T3. Moreover, both TR3 and TR2 are consequences of the
axioms above [May01].
Another set of axioms, denoted TR0, TR1, TR2, TR3, and TR4’, is given in [Nee01].
In this case the combination of TR0 and TR1 is equal to T1, while TR2 and TR3 are
identical to their namesake in [Ver77]. The last axiom, TR4’, is a stronger variant of
TR3, and it can be shown that TR4 and TR4’ are equivalent in the presence of the
axioms TR0, TR1, TR2, and TR3 [Nee91].
Example 1.3.2. Let C be a pointed category. If there is a model category structure (see




obtain both a suspension and a loop space functor [Qui67,
Section I.2, Theorem 2]. The model category structure is stable if the loop space functor
is an inverse equivalence to the suspension functor. For such a stable model category its
homotopy category is triangulated [Hov99, Sections 6.1 – 6.5 and Proposition 7.1.6]. ♣
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One of the ﬁrst instances of a stable homotopy category in algebraic topology was the
Spanier–Whithead category, which was introduced in [SW53]. In the original category,
the objects are pointed CW-complexes, and a morphism f : X → Y is an element of
colimk>=0 HomTop∗(S
k ∧ X,Sk ∧ Y ). In order to obtain a triangulated category one
must invert the suspension functor, so the modern version of the Spanier–Whithead has
objects pairs (X,n) where X is a CW-complex and n is an integer, while a morphism
(X,n) → (Y,m) is an element of colimk>=0 HomTop∗(Sn+k ∧X,Sm+k ∧ Y ). By [Mar83,
p. 8, Theorem 7] this is a triangulated category where the distinguished triangles are
isomorphic to
(X, l)
(f,idl)  (Y, l)  (cone (f), l)  (ΣX, l).
There is a similar category in the setting of non-commutative geometry, namely the
category ΣHo of [CMR07]. Moreover, this category can be used as building block for
the category KK.
Example 1.3.3. In the theory of operator algebras, it is known that KK-theory intro-
duced by Kasparov in [Kas80] yields an abelian category KK, and by [MN06, Appendix
A] KK is also triangulated. In this category, the distinguished triangles are of the form
SB  Cf  A
f  B
where SB = B⊗σC0(R)  B⊗σC0
(
(0, 1)
)  C0((0, 1), B) is the C∗-algebra suspension
of B and Cf =
{
(β, a) ∈ C0
(
(0, 1], B
)⊕ A ∣∣∣ f(a) = β(1)} is the C∗-algebra mapping
cone of f . Moreover, due to Bott periodicity the suspension endofunctor is its own
inverse in KK [Bla98, Corollary 19.2.2]. ♣
Recall that the homotopy category of Ch(C), K(C), has the same objects as Ch(C),
while the morphisms are equivalence classes of chain maps, with f ∼ g if and only if
f − g is null-homotopic.
Example 1.3.4. Consider the category Ch(Ab) of chain complexes of abelian groups.


































































Since cone (g) need not be isomorphic to cone (j) (i.e. if the complex X is diﬀerent from
the zero complex), it is clear that the collection{
(f, ιf , πf )
∣∣∣ f is a chain map} ∪ {(idX , 0, 0) ∣∣∣ X is a chain complex}
does not give distinguished triangles in the category Ch(Ab) of chain complexes of abelian
groups.
However, by working in the homotopy category, K(Ab), of Ch(Ab) and deﬁning f˜ to
be the equivalence class of f , then
{
(f˜ , ι˜f , π˜f )
∣∣∣ f is a chain map} does give a triangu-
lation∗:
T1 The complex cone (idX) is contractible.
T2 Since the chain map
cone (ιf ) → cone (ιf ) : Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Yn → Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Yn,
(y1, x1, y) → −
(
y1 + fn−1(x1), 0, y
)
is null-homotopic, the chain map
ΣX → cone (ιf ) : Xn−1 → Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Y,
x1 →
(− fn−1(x1), x1, 0)
induces the inverse to the projection
cone (ιf ) → ΣX : Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Yn → Xn−1,
(y1, x1, y) → x1.
T3 The chain map
cone (j) → cone (j) : Xn−2 ⊕ Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Zn → Xn−2 ⊕ Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Zn,




is also null-homotopic, so the chain map
cone (j) → cone (g) : Xn−2 ⊕ Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Zn → Yn−1 ⊕ Zn,
(x2, y1, x1, z) →
(
y1 + fn−1(x1), z
)
induces the inverse to the inclusion
cone (g) → cone (j) : Yn−1 ⊕ Zn → Xn−2 ⊕ Yn−1 ⊕Xn−1 ⊕ Zn,
(y1, z) → (0, y1, 0, z). ♣
∗ Note that the various chain maps described below are linear combinations of known chain maps. Thus
Ab can be replaced with any abelian category.
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Now form the homotopy category K([A,Ab]Ab) of Ch([A,Ab]Ab). Since the homotopy
category of ordinary chain complexes of abelian groups is triangulated (Example 1.3.4),
it seems likely that K([A,Ab]Ab) is triangulated with distinguished triangles sequences
isomorphic to
{Fn} η˜  {Gn} ι˜η  cone ({ηn}) π˜η  Σ{Fn}
for {ηn} : {Fn} → {Gn} in Ch([A,Ab]Ab) and ζ˜ the equivalence class of ζ in the homotopy
category K([A,Ab]Ab). This is indeed the case:
Proposition 1.3.5. The category K([A,Ab]Ab) is triangulated with the above mentioned
distinguished triangles. Moreover the isomorphism in Proposition 1.2.8 induces an iso-
morphism of categories K([A,Ab]Ab) → [A, K(Ab)]Ab.
Proof. For the triangulated part, there are three axioms to check:
T1 Since the chain complex cone (idC) is contractible in a natural way for all chain
complexes C, so is the functor cone (idF) for all functors F: A → Ch(Ab). Moreover,
any chain map of natural transformations η is the ﬁrst map of a distinguished
triangle.


















ιη  cone (η)
πη  ΣF
−Ση  ΣG
where φ the projection onto ΣF. By evaluating the functors on A, one obtain a
corresponding diagram in Ch(Ab). By passing to the homotopy category the map
φ˜A has a natural inverse (see Example 1.3.4). This shows that φ˜ is an isomorphism
in K([A,Ab]Ab).
T3 This argument is similar to the one in T2: Evaluate the functors, and look at the
corresponding diagram in K(Ab) (cf. Example 1.3.4 for details).
The statement regarding the isomorphism of categories follows by the null-homotopic
part of Proposition 1.2.8. 
The proof of Proposition 1.3.5 demonstrates that for any object A ∈ A the func-
tor K([A,Ab]Ab) → K(Ab) given by evaluation on A preserves distinguished triangles.
Functors with this property are called triangulated:
Deﬁnition 1.3.6. Let T1 and T2 be triangulated categories with suspensions Σ1 and
Σ2 respectively. An additive functor F: T1 → T2 is triangulated if there exists a natural










ηX◦Fh  Σ2(FX). ♠
There is another triangulated category closely related to Ch(Ab), namely the derived
category D(Ab). This category has the same objects as Ch(Ab), but the hom sets are
quite diﬀerent. In this category all quasi-isomorphisms, that is chain maps that induce
an isomorphism on all homology groups, are inverted. More precisely, D(Ab) is the
localisation of K(Ab) on the collection of quasi-isomorphisms [Wei95, Chapter 10].
Since the quasi-isomorphisms form a multiplicative system ([Wei95, Deﬁnition 10.3.4
and Proposition 10.4.1]), one can give a more explicit description of the morphisms
of D(Ab): Any morphism X → Y in D(Ab) can be written on the form fq−1 where


























in Ch(Ab) with q a quasi-isomorphism∗.
The composition of fq−1 : X → Y and gr−1 : Y → Z in D(Ab) is given by gf ′(qr′)−1
where f ′ and r′ comes from the Ore condition of a multiplicative system. This is a
condition which given f : X ′ → Y and a quasi-isomorphism r : Y ′ → Y provides a chain










If fq−1 : X → Y , gr−1 : Y → Z and hs−1 : Z → ΣX are morphisms in D(Ab), then































































X Y Z ΣX
∗ Thus fq−1 is a morphism in D(Ab).
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in Ch(Ab) where p and t are quasi-isomorphisms while
X ′′
l  Y ′′
k  Z ′
h  ΣX
is a distinguished triangle in K(Ab).
Since D(Ab) is a localisation of K(Ab) there is a functor K(Ab) → D(Ab). This func-
tor is the identity on objects, while a morphism f : X → Y is mapped to X X f Y .
Note that since the zero chain map is a quasi-isomorphism from any contractible chain
complex to the zero chain complex, this is well-deﬁned. It also follows that the functor
K(Ab) → D(Ab) is triangulated.
One can form the derived category for any additive category. In particular one can
form the category D([A,Ab]Ab) for any Ab-enriched category A, and it can be triangulated
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is a distinguished triangle in K([A,Ab]Ab).
Note that if F = (Fn, δn) is in Ch([A,Ab]Ab), then (ker δn)(A) = ker(δn)A and
(im δn)(A) = im(δn)A. Thus computing the nth homology group, Hn(F), gives a functor
A → Ab such that (Hn(F))(A) = Hn(F(A)). Consequentially, η : F → G is a quasi-
isomorphism in Ch([A,Ab]Ab) if and only if ηA : F(A) → G(A) is a quasi-isomorphism
in Ch(Ab) for all objects A in A. From this it follows that there is an isomorphism of
categories D([A,Ab]Ab) → [A, D(Ab)]Ab.
It can be hard to compute hom groups in D(A), but in some cases this reduces to
computations in K(A):
Proposition 1.3.7 ([Wei95, Corollary 10.4.7]). If P is a bounded below chain complex
of projective objects, then HomD(A)(P,X)  HomK(A)(P,X) for all chain complexes X.
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The next lemma paves the way for using Proposition 1.3.7 in a special functor cate-
gory setting.
Lemma 1.3.8. If A is an object of A such that HomA(A,A) is a free abelian group, then
HomA(A, ) is projective in [A,Ab]Ab.





η  G  0
in [A,Ab]Ab, and note that since Hom[A,Ab]Ab(A,A) is a free abelian group, it is projective.
Thus there is a homomorphism θA : Hom[A,Ab]Ab(A,A) → F(A) such that ηA ◦ θA = ζA.






. This is clearly natural,
and ζB(f) = G(f) ◦ ζA(idA) = G(f) ◦ ηA ◦ θA(idA) = ηB ◦ θB(f). 
1.4 Model category structure
The modern view of homotopy theory is through model categories, a concept introduced
by Quillen in [Qui67]. Basically, the idea is that there might be several models for
a “homotopy category”. In each model there are morphisms (the weak equivalences)
that becomes isomorphisms in the homotopy category. Sometimes, one would like to
“improve” the model by adding more isomorphisms to its homotopy category. The usual
technique used to do this is Bousﬁeld localisation, which was introduced in [Bou75,
appendix].
Recall that a model category is a category C with three classes of morphisms weak
equivalences (   ), ﬁbrations (   ), and coﬁbrations (   ) such that each class con-
tains the identity and is closed under composition. The category and classes are subject
to the following ﬁve axioms:
MC1 Small limits (projective limits) and colimits (inductive limits) exist in C.
MC2 If f , g, and g ◦ f are morphisms in C, and two of them are weak equivalences,
then so is the third.
MC3 Each class of morphisms (   ,   , and   ) is closed under retractions.
















if i is an acyclic∗ coﬁbration and p is a ﬁbration or if i is a coﬁbration and p is an
acyclic∗ ﬁbration.
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MC5 Any morphism f in C factorizes functorially as f = p1 ◦ i1 = p2 ◦ i2 in where
• i1 is a coﬁbration and p1 is an acyclic ﬁbration and
• i2 is an acyclic coﬁbration and p2 is a ﬁbration.
One method for specifying model categories is by giving the weak equivalences and
two collections I and J of morphisms. With some conditions on I and J this yields a
coﬁbrantly generated model category, i.e. a model category “generated” by I and J . In
such a model category the coﬁbrations and the ﬁbrations are morphisms having lifting
properties with respect to I and J . This ensures that MC1, MC2, MC3 and MC4 are
given almost for free, while there is a device known as the small object argument (intro-
duced by Quillen as [Qui67, Chapter II, p. 3.2, Lemma 3]) that gives MC5 (this requires
some smallness conditions). The small object argument is in fact slightly stronger, as
it shows that the class of coﬁbrations is the smallest class of morphisms containing I
that is closed under retracts, transﬁnite composition and pushouts ([Hov99, Corollary
2.1.15]). An introduction to model categories (including the small object argument) can
be found in [DS95].
Since liftings are central to such a speciﬁcation, some more terminology is needed.








then i has the left lifting property with respect to p, and p the right lifting property
with respect to i. Notice that by MC3 and MC5, if a morphism in a model category
has the right lifting property with respect to all acyclic coﬁbrations then is must be a
ﬁbration. Thus the ﬁbrations of a model category are precisely the morphisms that have
the right lifting property with respect to all acyclic coﬁbrations. Correspondingly, the
coﬁbrations are exactly the morphisms having the left lifting property with respect to
all acyclic ﬁbrations.
Deﬁnition 1.4.1. Let I be a class of morphisms in a category C.
• A morphism is in I-proj or is I-projective if it has the left lifting property with
respect to all morphisms in I.
• A morphism is in I-inj or is I-injective if it has the right lifting property with
respect to all morphisms in I.
• A morphism is in I-ﬁb or is an I-ﬁbration if it has the right lifting property with
respect to every I-projective morphism.
• A morphism is in I-cof or is an I-coﬁbration if it has the left lifting property with
respect to every I-injective morphism. ♠
∗ An acyclic ﬁbration (coﬁbration) is a ﬁbration (coﬁbration) that is also a weak equivalence.
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Later in the text the following model category structure on chain complexes over a
ring will be used. It is an example of a coﬁbrantly generated model category, the details
can be found in [Hov99, Section 2.3].
Example 1.4.2. Let A be an abelian group and n ∈ Z. The chain complex Sn(A) is A
in degree n and 0 otherwise, while the chain complex Dn(A) is A in degrees n and n− 1
(with the identity as the boundary map), and zero otherwise.
Let I be the collection of inclusions Sn−1(Z) → Dn(Z) and J be the collection of
chain maps 0 → Dn(Z). There is a coﬁbrantly generated model structure on Ch(Ab),
the projective model structure, where the ﬁbrations are the J-injectives, the coﬁbrations
are the I-coﬁbrations, and weak equivalences are chain maps inducing an isomorphism
on all homology groups.
In this model structure ﬁbrations are levelwise surjections, so all objects are ﬁbrant∗.
On the other hand, if a chain complex is coﬁbrant† then it must be projective in each
degree. Using induction one can see that this is a suﬃcient criterion for chain complexes
that are bounded below. However, [Hov99, Remark 2.4.7] shows that there exists a chain
complex that is free in each degree but not coﬁbrant. ♣
As mentioned earlier, a model category is a model for a homotopy category. For any
model category one can form the corresponding homotopy category:
Deﬁnition 1.4.3. Let C be a category and W a collection of morphisms in C called the
weak equivalences. The homotopy category of C is denoted by HoW (C) and is formed by
inverting the weak equivalences. Formally the category HoW (C) is C[W −1]. If there is
no ambiguity about the weak equivalences, HoW (C) will be denoted Ho(C). ♠
A priori it is not clear that Ho(C) is a category. However, if C is a model category, then
there is an alternate description of the hom sets in Ho(C). Namely HomHo(C)(X, Y ) =
HomC(QX,RY )/ ∼ where QX is the coﬁbrant replacement of X, RY is the ﬁbrant
replacement of Y , and ∼ is a speciﬁc equivalence relation [Hov99, Theorem 1.2.10 part
ii]‡.
If one gives Ch(Ab) the projective model structure of Example 1.4.2, the weak equiv-
alences are the quasi-isomorphisms. From this it is clear that Ho(Ch(Ab)) is D(Ab), the
derived category of Ab.
Given a model structure on a category, one might want to increase the number of
weak equivalences. An orderly method to do so is to use Bousﬁeld localisations:
• Left Bousﬁeld localisation: increase the number of weak equivalences and keep the
number of coﬁbrations ﬁxed, and consequentially decrease the class of ﬁbrations.
• Right Bousﬁeld localisation: increase the number of weak equivalences and keep the
number of ﬁbrations ﬁxed, and consequentially decrease the class of coﬁbrations.
∗ An object is ﬁbrant if the morphism from it to the terminal object, ∗, is a ﬁbration. † An object is
coﬁbrant if the morphism from the initial object, ∅, to it is a coﬁbration. ‡ So ∅  QX   X
and Y   RY  ∗ .
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Note that since there are more weak equivalences in the Bousﬁeld localised model struc-
ture, there is an induced functor from the homotopy category of the original model
category to the homotopy category of the Bousﬁeld localised model category.
If the model category is “nice”, there are theorems guaranteeing that there are Bous-
ﬁeld localisations. The ﬁrst requirement is that of properness. Note that the pullback
of a ﬁbration is also a ﬁbration, while a pushout of a coﬁbration is again a coﬁbration.
Properness is a way to ensure that certain pushouts and pullbacks of a weak equivalence
will again be a weak equivalence:
Deﬁnition 1.4.4. A model category is left proper if every pushout of a weak equivalence
along a coﬁbration is a weak equivalence. Similarly, a model category is right proper if
every pullback of a weak equivalence along a ﬁbration is a weak equivalence. If a model
category is both left and right proper, then it is proper. ♠
Example 1.4.5. The projective model category structure on Ch(Ab) is proper [CH02,
Theorem 2.2]. ♣
The second requirement is that the model category should be either combinatorial
or cellular. In both cases the model category has to be coﬁbrantly generated∗; in the
combinatorial case the model category should also be locally presented †, while in the
cellular case it is a bit more technical. The following theorem by Jeﬀ Smith shows that
Bousﬁeld localisations exist in proper combinatorial model categories.
Theorem 1.4.6 ([Bar10, Theorem 4.7]). If C is a left proper combinatorial model cat-
egory and H is a set of morphisms in C, then the left Bousﬁeld localisation LH C of C
along H exists and satisﬁes:
• As categories, LH C and C are equal.
• As model category LH C is both left proper and combinatorial.
• The coﬁbrations of LH C and C are the same.
• The weak equivalences of LH C are the H -local equivalences.
• The ﬁbrant objects of LH C are the ﬁbrant H -local objects of C.
A similar theorem hold for left proper cellular model categories (the only modiﬁcation
is that the localised model structure is cellular instead of combinatorial) – this is [Hir03,
Theorem 4.1.1].
In order to understand the above theorem, one need to understand the notion of
H -localness. This is a bit technical; a rough sketch for the case H = {h} for a
morphism h : C1 → C2 is presented below. If one inverts h in the homotopy category
then there ought to be an isomorphism h∗ : HomHo(C)(C2, X) → HomHo(C)(C1, X). Now,
before localisation, there are several objects X such that the map h∗ makes Hom(X,C2)
and Hom(X,C1) “look alike”, and such objects X are the {h}-local objects. Thus the
{h}-local objects are the objects that in some sense thinks that h is invertible before
localisation. It might happen that there is a morphism h′ : C ′1 → C ′2 in C such that
∗ See Deﬁnition A.6. † See Deﬁnition A.8.
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all the {h}-local objects thinks that (h′)∗ makes HomHo(C)(C2, X) and HomHo(C)(C1, X)
“look alike”. Such morphism h′ are {h}-local equivalences, and they are the morphisms
that “makes things look alike” from the viewpoint of all {h}-local objects.
The “look alike” concept simpliﬁes when Ho(C) is a triangulated category. In this
case, if h : C1 → C2 is invertible in the homotopy category then cone (h), the mapping
cone of h, is isomorphic to 0 in the homotopy category. If the situation is nice enough,
H -localness can be described in terms of cone (h) for h ∈ H . This idea was stud-
ied by Cisinski and De´glise in the setting of chain complexes, and by using Theorem
1.4.6 they showed that H -localness reduces to questions in the derived category [CD09,
Proposition 4.3].
The starting point of Cisinski and De´glise is a Grothendieck category (e.g. Ab or
[A,Ab]Ab) with a collection of objects G. Using this they create the G-model structure
in [CD09, Theorem 2.5], whose construction is a generalisation of the one for Example
1.4.2.
Deﬁnition 1.4.7. Let C be a Grothendieck category and G a non-empty set of objects in
C. The G-model structure on Ch(C) has the quasi-isomorphisms as the weak equivalences,
while the coﬁbrations is the smallest class of morphisms in Ch(C) closed under pushouts,
transﬁnite composition, and retracts generated by morphisms Sn−1(G) → Dn(G) for
G ∈ G. ♠
Remark 1.4.8. A collection of morphisms that are closed under pushouts, transﬁnite
composition, and retracts are called weakly saturated. From MC3 and the observation
that the coﬁbrations are precisely the morphisms having the left lifting property with
respect to all acyclic ﬁbrations, it follows that the class of coﬁbrations in a model category
is weakly saturated. 
As mentioned earlier, instead of H -localness for a collection of morphisms H the
approach of Cisinski and De´glise uses the mapping cones of the morphisms in H . Their
approach is a bit more general, as they consider any set of objects T .
Deﬁnition 1.4.9. Let C be a Grothendieck category and T be a set of objects in Ch(C).
Assume Ch(C) has the G-model structure.
• A chain complex K is T -ﬂasque∗ if it is G-ﬁbrant and for any T ∈ T and n ∈ Z
the group HomD(C)(T,Σ
nK) is trivial.
• A chain map f : C1 → C2 is a T -local equivalence if for any T -ﬂasque chain
complex K the map HomD(C)(C2, K) → HomD(C)(C1, K) is a bijection.
• A chain complex K is T -local if for any T -local equivalence f : C1 → C2 the map
HomD(C)(C2, K) → HomD(C)(C1, K) is bijective. ♠
Obviously any T -ﬂasque chain complex is also T -local. Some related results con-
cerning T -localness are summarised in the following lemma, whose proof is an exercise
in ﬁbrant and coﬁbrant replacements.
∗ Note that this diﬀers slightly from the terminology of [CD09].
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Lemma 1.4.10 ([CD09, Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2]). A chain complex K is T -
ﬂasque if and only if it is G-ﬁbrant and for any T -local equivalence f : C1 → C2 the
map HomD(C)(C2, K) → HomD(C)(C1, K) is bijective.
A chain complex K is T -local if and only if for any T ∈ T and any n ∈ Z the group
HomD(C)(T,Σ
nK) is trivial.
The central localisation result of Cisinski and De´glise, which is based on localisation
of triangulated categories combined with the approach of [Hir03], is the following:
Proposition 1.4.11 ([CD09, Proposition 4.3]). Given a Grothendieck category C with a
set of objects G, let Ch(C) have the G-model structure. For any set T of objects in Ch(C)
the left Bousﬁeld localisation with respect to the chain maps {0 → ΣnT | T ∈ T , n ∈ Z}
exist.
In the localised model structure the weak equivalence are T -local equivalences, while
the ﬁbrant objects are T -local objects that are G-ﬁbrant, i.e. the T -ﬂasque objects.
The homotopy category of the left Bousﬁeld localised model category is triangulated,
and the induced functor between the homotopy categories is also triangulated.
Later we will be interested in the situation where the Grothendieck category is
[A,Ab]Ab for some Ab-enriched category A having a small skeleton A . In this setting the
set G will be
G = {G = HomA(G, ) : A → Ab | G an object of A }. ()
If each set HomA(A1, A2) is free, then the ﬁbrancy condition of Deﬁnition 1.4.9 in super-
ﬂuous. To see this, note that all objects are G-ﬁbrant by [CD09, Proposition 2.5], Lemma
1.3.8 and Proposition 1.3.7. Consequentially all T -local objects are also T -ﬂasque.
In the particular case where A has one object A with Z as its endomorphism ring,
the above model structure reduces to the projective model structure of Example 1.4.2.
For a more detailed comparison with the model structures constructed in [CH02] see
[CD09, Remark 2.12].
There are other ways to give a model structure to Ch([A,Ab]Ab). Of particular interest
is the projective model structure, which is an extension of the model structure of Ch(Ab)
to the functor category. The general deﬁnition of a projective model structure on a
functor category is as follows:
Deﬁnition 1.4.12. Let D be a model category and C any essentially small category∗.
In the projective model structure on [C,D] a natural transformation η : F → F′ is a weak
equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) if ηC : F(C) → F′(C) is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration)
in the model structure on D for all objects C of C. ♠
In order for the above deﬁnition to have any value, the above mentioned projective
model structure has to give [C,D] a model category structure. This is indeed the case, and
for particular nice model categories D the functor category inherit those nice properties.
∗ A category is essentially small if its skeleton is a set.
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Theorem 1.4.13 ([Bar10, Theorem 2.16 and Theorem 2.18]). Let D be a proper com-
binatorial model category and C any essentially small category. The projective model
structure on [C,D] is a proper combinatorial model category structure. In this model
structure an object F is ﬁbrant if and only if F(A) is ﬁbrant for all A ∈ A.
The above deﬁnition and theorem also works in the Ab-enriched setting by [Lur09,
Proposition A.3.3.2 and its proof]. Thus it makes sense to speak about the projective
model structure on Ch([A,Ab]Ab) for any Ab-enriched category A with a small skeleton.
One reason for working with the projective model structure on Ch([A,Ab]Ab) is that
it coincides with the G-model structure:
Lemma 1.4.14. The projective model structure of Barwick and the G-model structure
of Cisinski and De´glise coincide on Ch([A,Ab]Ab) if G is deﬁned as in () and the hom
sets of A are free abelian groups.
Proof. In both model structures on Ch([A,Ab]Ab) the weak equivalences are the quasi-
isomorphisms, so to show that the model structures coincide it is enough to show that
they have the same ﬁbrations.
To see this, note that by [CD09, Corollary 5.5] a morphism ρ : F → F′ is a ﬁbration
in the G-model structure if and only if it is levelwise G-surjective with G-local kernel.




) → Hom[A,Ab]Ab (HomA(G, ),F′n) is surjective, i.e.
the map (ρG)n : Fn(G) → F′n(G) is surjective. An object F of Ch([A,Ab]Ab) is G-local if
the morphism HomK([A,Ab]Ab)(Σ
nG0,F) → HomD([A,Ab]Ab)(ΣnG0,F) (where G0 is the chain
complex that is HomA(G, ) in degree 0 and 0 otherwise) is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z
and G ∈ A.
Thus, if ρ : F → F′ is a ﬁbration in the G-model structure, then ρB is a ﬁbration
in the projective model structure on Ch(Ab) for all objects B of A so ρ is a projective
ﬁbration. Conversely, if ρ : F → F′ is a projective ﬁbration, it only remains to show that
its kernel is G-local. However, since Lemma 1.3.8 and Proposition 1.3.7 implies that all
objects are G-ﬁbrant, this follows by [CD09, Theorem 2.5] which identiﬁes the G-local
objects and the G-ﬁbrant objects. 
Note that if η : K → G is a coﬁbration, then ηA : K(A) → G(A) is a coﬁbration in
the projective model structure on Ch(Ab) for all objects A in A. To see this observe that
if f : C1 → C2 is an acyclic ﬁbration in the projective model structure on Ch(Ab), C1
and C2 are the constant functors to C1 and C2 respectively, and ζ
f
A = f for all objects A
in A, then the morphism ζf : C1 → C2 in Ch([A,Ab]Ab) is an acyclic ﬁbration. It follows
that ηA has the left lifting property with respect to all acyclic ﬁbrations of Ch(Ab), so
ηA must be a coﬁbration.
If the model category C is a closed symmetric monoidal category (e.g. Ch(Ab) and
Ch([A,Ab]Ab)), then one would like the tensor product to play nicely with the model
structure. The precise statement is that C ought to be a monoidal model category. This
deﬁnition focuses on the coﬁbrations. For instance, if i : A  B and j : C  D are
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coﬁbrations, consider the pushout










and note that there is a evident chain map
(i⊗ idD) (idB ⊗ j) : (A⊗D)
∐
A⊗C
(B ⊗ C) → B ⊗D.
A natural question to ask is whether this is a coﬁbration or not and when it is a weak
equivalence. Similarly, it would be nice if the unit for the tensor product is coﬁbrant.
Deﬁnition 1.4.15. Suppose (C,⊗, S,Hom) is a closed symmetric monoidal category
and a model category. The model structure is monoidal if the following two axioms
hold:




(idB ⊗ j) : (A⊗D)
∐
A⊗C
(B ⊗ C)  B ⊗D
is a coﬁbration. In addition, it is an acyclic coﬁbration if either i or j is a weak
equivalence.
Coﬁbrant unit axiom The object S is coﬁbrant∗. ♠
Note that Ch(Ab) has a closed monoidal structure, and by [Hov99, Theorem 4.2.13]
the projective model structure on Ch(Ab) is monoidal. One reason for wanting a monoidal
model structure is that it ensures that the homotopy category is also monoidal:
Theorem 1.4.16 ([Hov99, Theorem 4.3.2]). Suppose (C,⊗, S,Hom) is a closed symmet-
ric category which is also a monoidal model category. The triple (Ho(C),⊗L, S, RHom)
then gives the homotopy category the structure of a symmetric monoidal category (where
⊗L is the total left derived functor of ⊗ and RHom is the total right derived functor of
Hom).
If A is a symmetric monoidal category, so is Ch([A,Ab]Ab). Moreover, the existence
of a monoidal model structure is a question of coﬁbrations and acyclic coﬁbrations. In
the projective model category structure the generating coﬁbrations and acyclic coﬁbra-
tions are known (see for instance [Lur09, Remark A.3.3.5 and the proof of Proposition
A.2.8.2]), so it is not hard to show that it gives a monoidal model structure.
∗ A more general version of this axiom can be found in [Hov99, Deﬁnition 4.2.6]
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Proposition 1.4.17. The projective model structure on Ch([A,Ab]Ab) is monoidal.
Proof. The generating coﬁbrations of the projective model structure are on the form
ιnA : S
n−1(HomA(A, ))→ Dn(HomA(A, ))
for some object A in A and integer n. Fix objects A and B of A and integers n, m. Since










)⊗Sm−1(HomA(B, ))  Dn+m−1(HomA(A⊗σB, ))
follows by a similar computation. For the “opposite” case, the same technique is appli-




)⊗Dm(HomA(B, ))  (−1)n−1Dn+m−1(HomA(A⊗σB, ))
where (−1)pDq(F) is degree-wise isomorphic to Dq(F) while the only non-zero boundary
morphism is (−1)pidF. It follows that D+
∐












HomA(A⊗σB, ) k = n + m, k = n + m− 2,
HomA(A⊗σB, )⊕ HomA(A⊗σB, ) k = n + m− 1,
0 otherwise,
where the non-zero boundary morphisms ∂k are given by (∂n+m)C(f) =
(
(−1)nf, f)
and (∂n+m−1)C(f1, f2) = f1 + (−1)n−1f2 for C an object of A. The induced morphism
I : (D+
∐
S D−) → D is given by the identity in degree n+m− 2, while (In+m−1)C(f) =
(f, (−1)nf).











If one apply the entire diagram to A⊗σB, the morphism IA⊗σB will be a coﬁbration
in Ch(Ab). Thus there is a lift αA⊗σB : D(A⊗σB) → K(A⊗σB). In each degree this





for k = n + m and k = n + m− 2, while










Since αA⊗σB is a chain map, so is αC . Thus there is a lift in the original diagram, and since
this holds for any acyclic ﬁbration I is a coﬁbration in the projective model structure
on Ch([A,Ab]Ab). Since the projective coﬁbrations are obtained from the generating
coﬁbrations by pushouts, transﬁnite compositions and retracts it follows that the ﬁrst
part of the pushout product axiom is satisﬁed. The second part follows by a similar
computation.
Since the unit for the tensor product on Ch([A,Ab]Ab) is given by HomA(S, )
0 where
S is the unit for ⊗σ, the same technique as above shows that the coﬁbrant unit axiom
holds. 
Note that left Bousﬁeld localisation leave the coﬁbrations alone so to check that the
localised model structures are monoidal, it is enough to check the part about acyclic
coﬁbrations. If the localisation is done by Proposition 1.4.11, this reduces to a question
about ﬂatness – see Proposition 1.4.19.
Deﬁnition 1.4.18. Given a symmetric monoidal Grothendieck category (C,⊗, S) with
a set of objects G, then G is a ﬂat family if
• All the objects of G are ﬂat∗.
• If G1, G2 ∈ G then G1 ⊗G2 ∈ G.
• The unit for the tensor product, S, is in G.
If G is a ﬂat family, then a collection T of G-coﬁbrant objects in Ch(C) is called ﬂat if
for each G ∈ G and T ∈ T the object T⊗T G0 is in T (here G0 is the object that is G
in degree 0 and 0 otherwise). ♠
In the case where C = [A,Ab]Ab, G is deﬁned as in equation () and the hom sets
of A are free abelian groups, the set G is a ﬂat family. To see this, note that by Lemma
1.3.8 all objects of G are projective, and hence ﬂat. Moreover, the unit for the internal
tensor product on [A,Ab]Ab is HomA(S, ) so it is in G (where the object S ∈ A is the
unit for ⊗σ). Lastly, since the internal tensor product extends ⊗σ, it is clear that G is
closed under tensor products.
Proposition 1.4.19 ([CD09, Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 4.11]). If Ch(C) has the G-
model structure for a ﬂat family G and T is a ﬂat set of objects in Ch(C) then then left
Bousﬁeld localisation obtained by Proposition 1.4.11 gives a monoidal model category
and the induced functor between homotopy categories is monoidal†.
Since a model category is a model for its homotopy category, it is of interest to know
if there are other models for the same homotopy category. The na¨ıve way is to say that
if two model categories D and E have isomorphic homotopy categories, then they are the
same model. However, this does not consider the ﬁbration and coﬁbration data of the
model structure.
∗ I.e. if G ∈ G then G⊗ is exact. † Even more is true: The localised model category also satisﬁes
the monoid axiom of [SS00].
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Deﬁnition 1.4.20. Suppose D and E are model categories, and that
F: D ## E : U
is an adjunction with U right adjoint to F. If F preserves coﬁbrations and acyclic
coﬁbrations, then F is a left Quillen functor. Dually, if U preserves ﬁbrations and acyclic
ﬁbrations, then U is a right Quillen functor. In the case where F is a left Quillen functor
and U is a right Quillen functor, the adjunction is a Quillen adjunction. ♠
As with the deﬁnition of a model category, the deﬁnition of a Quillen adjunction is
“over-determined”. To see this, let F: D ## E : U be an adjunction of model cate-
gories. If i : D1 → D2 and p : E1 → E2 are morphisms in D and E respectively, then F(i)
has the left lifting property with respect to p if and only if U(p) has the right lifting
property with respect to i. Thus F is a left Quillen functor if and only if U is a right
Quillen functor.
For C a model category, let Cc (resp. Cf ) be the full subcategory of coﬁbrant (resp.
ﬁbrant) objects. Both Cc and Cf inherits a notion of weak equivalences from C. Moreover,
by MC2, MC4 and MC5 there is a functor Q: C → Cc (resp. R: C → Cf ) called coﬁbrant
replacement (resp. ﬁbrant replacement). Since the coﬁbrant (resp. ﬁbrant) replacement
takes an object C to a coﬁbrant (resp. ﬁbrant) object that is weakly equivalent to C, it
follows that the induced functors on the homotopy categories are equivalences.
Given a functor F: C → C′ with C a model category, it will induce a functor Ho(C) →
C′ if it takes weak equivalences to isomorphisms. It follows that if C′ has a collection of
morphisms called weak equivalences, then a suﬃcient criterion for an induced functor
Ho(C) → Ho(C′) is that F takes weak equivalences to weak equivalences. However, in
the case where C′ is a model category, this is not a necessary requirement.
Consider the case where where C′ is a model category and F is a left Quillen functor.
In this situation one has control over the acyclic coﬁbrations. Combining this with
the equivalence Ho(C) → Ho(Cc) forms the basis of another another aspect of Quillen
adjunctions, namely that Quillen adjunctions descends to an adjunction on the homotopy
categories. A proof of this fact using the using the notion of path and cylinder objects
in a model category can be found in [Hov99]:
Proposition 1.4.21 ([Hov99, Lemma 1.3.10]). Suppose D and E are model categories
and
F: D ## E : U (∗)
is a Quillen adjunction. Denote by LF: Ho
(
D
) → Ho(E) the composition Ho(D) →
Ho(Dc) → Ho(E) and by RU: Ho
(
E
) → Ho(E) the composition Ho(E) → Ho(Ef ) →
Ho(E). The Quillen adjunction (∗) induces an adjunction
LF: Ho(D) ## Ho(E) : RU.
The functor LF (resp. RU) constructed in Proposition 1.4.21 is the total left derived
functor of F (resp. the total right derived functor of U).
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Deﬁnition 1.4.22. Suppose D and E are model categories and
F: D ## E : U (∗)
is a Quillen adjunction. If the derived adjunction
LF: Ho(D) ## Ho(E) : RU
is an equivalence of categories, then the adjunction (∗) is called a Quillen equivalence.
A zig-zag of Quillen equivalences from D to E is a ﬁnite set of model categories
C0, . . . ,Cn such that C0 = D, Cn = E and for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 there is a Quillen
equivalence between Ci and Ci+1. In such a case the two categories D and E are Quillen
equivalent. ♠
As a ﬁnal observation, if there is an adjunction between D and E, then there is an
induced adjunction between [C,D] and [C,E]. Moreover, this extends to the setting of
Quillen adjunctions.
Lemma 1.4.23. Let C be a category, and
F: D ## E : U (∗)
an adjunction. The adjunction in (∗) extends to an adjunction
F∗ : [C,D]
## [C,E] : U∗. (∗∗)
Moreover, if D and E are model categories and U is a right Quillen functor, then U∗ is
a right Quillen functor when both [C,D] and [C,E] have the projective model structure.
Proof. By using the unit η : idE → U ◦F and counit  : F ◦U → idD it is straightforward
to see that η′ : id[C,E] → U∗F∗ with η′V(C) = ηV(C) and ′ : F∗U∗ → id[C,D] with ′W(C) =
W(C) gives a unit/counit pair for the adjunction in (∗∗).
Let W1, W2 be objects of [C,D] and ζ : W1 → W2 a natural transformation. If
ζ is a ﬁbration (resp. acyclic ﬁbration) then ζC is a ﬁbration (resp. acyclic ﬁbration)
for all objects C of C. Since U preserves ﬁbrations (resp. acyclic ﬁbrations) U(ζC) =
U∗(ζ)C is also a ﬁbration (resp. acyclic ﬁbration), so U∗(ζ) is a ﬁbration (resp. acyclic
ﬁbration). 
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2 Application to operator algebras
The aim of this chapter is to use the machinery of the previous chapter to create a
suitable model category for working with KK-theory. Moreover, the resulting model
category will be compared to the work in [Øst10].
2.1 Adapting the machinery
The aim of this section is to adapt the earlier machinery to operator algebras. First note
that earlier, the “source” category was required to be Ab-enriched. This is a slight prob-
lem since the category of C∗-algebras is not Ab-enriched. However, the next deﬁnition
solves the problem:
Deﬁnition 2.1.1. If C is a category, then the category CAb has the same objects as C,
while for objects C1, C2 of C the set HomCAb(C1, C2) = FHomC(C1, C2) of morphisms
from C1 to C2 in C is the free abelian group generated by the morphisms from C1 to C2
in C. Deﬁne composition in CAb by extending the composition in C by linearity.
If C is pointed (i.e. has a zero object), the category CAb0 has the same objects as
CAb, but HomCAb0 (C1, C2) = HomCAb(C1, C2)/{z = 0} where z : C1 → C2 is the zero
morphism. ♠
Since all categories C considered in this thesis are locally small, it is straightforward
to see that CAb is an Ab-enriched category. Moreover, the obvious inclusion of C into
CAb is a faithful functor. If C is pointed, then this also holds for CAb0 . Note that the
category CAb inherits a universal property from free abelian groups:
Lemma 2.1.2. If A is Ab-enriched and F: C → A is a functor, then there exists an














commutes. If C is pointed and F takes basepoints to zero morphisms, then the analogous
statement for CAb0 holds.
Proof. By the universal property of free abelian groups, the functor F induces a functor
FAb : CAb → A which is the identity on objects, while a morphism
∑M
i=1 nifi : C1 → C2
in CAb is sent to
∑M




. Uniqueness of the functor follows
from the uniqueness part of the universal property of free abelian groups. 
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The “extension by linearity” approach of Lemma 2.1.2 is both functorial and invert-
ible, as Lemma 2.1.3 shows.
Lemma 2.1.3. Let C be a category and A an Ab-enriched category. Extension by lin-
earity gives an isomorphism of categories Ab : [C,A] → [CAb,A]Ab.
Proof. For the functorial part it remains to show that the construction of Lemma 2.1.2
takes natural transformations to natural transformations. To see this, note that if
η : F → G is a natural transformation between functors C → A, then for any f : C1 → C2










in A. Thus η is well-behaved on the generators of HomCAb(C1, C2), so η extends to a
natural transformation ηAb : FAb → GAb.
For the isomorphism claim, let Z: C → CAb be the inclusion functor and consider
Z∗ : [CAb,A]Ab → [C,A], F → F ◦Z. Clearly FAb ◦Z = F and (H ◦ Z)Ab = H for F: C → A
and H ∈ [CAb,A]Ab, whence there is an equivalence of categories. 
Consider the category C∗-alg with separable C∗-algebras as objects and morphisms
the ∗-preserving algebra homomorphisms. This is a pointed category, so C∗-algAb0 is Ab-
enriched∗. Note that the algebraic tensor product of two C∗-algebras does not need to be
a C∗-algebra. However, it is always possible to ﬁnd a norm such that the completion of
the algebraic tensor product in this norm is a C∗-algebra. In the special case where the
C∗-algebra A is nuclear, there is a unique C∗-algebra norm on A⊗B for any C∗-algebra
B. Examples of nuclear C∗-algebras are the the commutative C∗-algebras, the matrix
algebras over C and the C∗-algebra of compact operators on 2.
For other C∗-algebras one has to choose a norm. Among the norms to choose from
are the minimal norm and the maximal norm (in fact, all C∗-algebra norms must “lie
between” the minimal norm and the maximal norm – see [Weg93, Appendix T]).
Deﬁnition 2.1.4. Given two C∗-algebra A1 and A2, their minimal tensor product or
spatial tensor product is the C∗-algebra A1⊗σA2, which is the completion of the algebra
A1 ⊗ A2 in the norm
‖x‖ = sup ‖(π1 ⊗ π2)(x)‖
where π1, π2 runs over all representations of A1 and A2 respectively.
The extension of ⊗σ to C∗-algAb0 by linearity will also be denoted by ⊗σ. Since
⊗σ makes C∗-alg into a symmetric monoidal category, it follows that C∗-algAb0 is also a
symmetric monoidal category. ♠
∗ Since Ab has a biproduct, C∗-algAb0 is in fact an additive category.
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The “obvious” functor from C∗-algebras to [C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab is the functor YZ, which
is the inclusion of C∗-alg into C∗-algAb0 followed by the contravariant Yoneda embedding
A → HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ).
Now form the category Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) and notice that this category has both
an internal hom object and an internal tensor product (the details can be found in Sec-
tion 1.2). Note that for any Ab-enriched category A there is an Ab-functor 0 : A →
Ch(A) which sends an object A to the object A0 which is A in degree 0 and else-
where 0. Combining this with the discussion above gives a functor from C∗-algebras
to Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab):
Deﬁnition 2.1.5. The functor [ ]Z : C∗-algop → Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) is obtained by
composing the functors YZ and 0. Thus [A]Z is HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ) in degree 0 and
elsewhere 0. ♠
From Section 1.4 Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) is a monoidal model category. The trouble
with this model structure is that its homotopy category has little with the traditional
view of homotopy in C∗-algebras. For instance, homotopic maps do not necessarily
become the same map in the homotopy category. To remedy this situation Bousﬁeld
localisation will be used, and this is the aim of Section 2.2.
The motivation for the localisations are KK-theory, which is a C∗-algebraic uniﬁcation
of K-theory and K-homology. This uniﬁed theory is given by the functor KK: C∗-algop×
C∗-alg → Ab. There are several pictures of the functor KK, and the one on display in
Deﬁnition 2.1.6 is by Cuntz[Cun87].
Deﬁnition 2.1.6. Denote by A ∗B the free product∗ of A and B, let qA be the kernel
of the ∗-homomorphism idA ∗ idA : A ∗A → A. For separable C∗-algebras A and B, the
abelian group KK(A,B) is given as HomC∗-alg(qA,K ⊗ B)/ ∼, where f ∼ g if f and g








where MB : Mat2(B⊗σK)  B⊗σ Mat2(K) → B⊗σK, b⊗ x → b⊗M(x) for some ﬁxed
isomorphism M : Mat2(K) → K. ♠
One property of KK is that it gives rise to an additive category KK. In this category
the objects are C∗-algebras while HomKK(A1, A2) = KK(A1, A2). Moreover, the functo-
riality of KK gives a functor KK: C∗-alg → KK. This functor encapsulates KK-theory,
in the sense that it enjoys the universal property that characterises KK-theory.
Proposition 2.1.7 ([Bla98, Corollary 22.3.1]). Any homotopy invariant (see Deﬁni-
tion 2.2.3) and matrix stable (see Deﬁnition 2.2.10) functor F: C∗-alg → Ab with the
coproduct property (see Deﬁnition 2.2.7) factors through KK, i.e. there is a functor
F′ : KK → Ab such that F = F′ ◦KK.
∗ I.e. the completion of the algebraic free product in the norm ‖x‖ = sup ‖π(x)‖ where π runs over all
representations of A ∗B. Note that this gives the coproduct in the category of C∗-algebras.
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Note that KK induces a functor KKop : C∗-algop → KKop, and this has a similar uni-
versal property as the one of Proposition 2.1.7. Namely if F: C∗-algop → Ab is homotopy
invariant, matrix stable and has the coproduct property∗ then F factors through KKop.
Thus KK-theory also has a universal property with respect to contravariant functors.
Note that for KK-theory the minimal tensor product is the appropriate one. One
reason for this is that the minimal tensor product preserves split exact sequences, while
KK-theory in some sense is the study of extensions in C∗-alg.
2.2 Three localisations
The aim of this section is to endow Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) with a model structure related
to KK-theory. To begin with, give Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) the projective model structure
(also known as the G-model structure). The next step is to add weak equivalences so
that the category satisﬁes homotopy invariance, split exactness, and matrix stability.
This will be done by utilising Proposition 1.4.11.
Note that localisation requires a bit of smallness. Thus ﬁx a skeleton A of C∗-alg,
and note that A is a set. Moreover, the set G, which was used for the monoidal part of
the localised model structure, was given by
G = {G = HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ) : C∗-algAb0 → Ab | A is an element of A }.
If one is careless it is possible that too many morphisms becomes weak equivalences
after a Bousﬁeld localisation. A way to ensure that this is not the case, is to look at
local objects. Recall that if F ∈ Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) is T -local, then for any T -local
equivalence η : C1 → C2 the induced map
HomD([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)(C2,F) → HomD([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)(C1,F)
is a bijection. This implies† that if KK(C, )0Ab0 is T -local for a C
∗-algebra C and
[A]Z → [B]Z is a T -local equivalence, then there is a bijection KK(C,B) → KK(C,A).
In order to prove that KK(C, )0Ab0 is T -local in the various localisations, Lemma 2.2.2
will be used. The proof of this lemma uses the following special case of the Yoneda
lemma:
Lemma 2.2.1. Let A be an Ab-enriched category and F: A → Ab an Ab-functor. If













) YFA1  F(A1)
∗ Note that a functor C∗-algop → Ab is equivalent to a functor C∗-alg → Abop, and for an additive
category the coproduct coincide with the product. † See the proof of Proposition 2.2.13.
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)→ F(A), η → ηA(idA)
is an isomorphism by the Yoneda lemma. In particular, F(f) is injective if and only if
f ∗∗ is injective.
Proof. The diagram is commutative, for if η ∈ Nat (HomA(A0, ),F) then(




η ◦ f ∗) = (η ◦ f ∗)
A1















Note that the above lemma also holds when F: C → Set is some ordinary functor.
The next lemma, which is a variation of the theme“the mapping cone of an isomorphism
is contractible”, will be used with A = C∗-algAb0 and F functors similar to KK(C, ) for
some C∗-algebra C.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let A be an Ab-enriched category and F: A → Ab an Ab-functor. More-
over, let f : A0 → A1 in A be such that F(f) is an isomorphism. Denote by A = (Ai, δi)




HomA(A1, ) i = 1,




f ∗ i = 1,
0 otherwise.




2. If in addition A is monoidal and there is a natural isomorphism
F(id ⊗σf) : F( ⊗σA0) → F( ⊗σA1)




Proof. Statement (1): The statement obviously holds if i = 0, 1. Thus there are only
two cases that need to be checked.
The case i = 0: Since the group HomK([A,Ab]Ab)(A,F
0) is a quotient of the group
HomCh([A,Ab]Ab)(A,F
0), it is enough to check that the latter is trivial. Note that a mor-
phism η : A → F0 is determined by a natural transformation η0 : A0 = HomA(A0, ) → F






(η0) = 0 by Lemma 2.2.1. By assumption F(f) is injective, so
YFA0(η0) = 0. Since YFA0 is an isomorphism this implies that η0 is the zero natural
transformation.
The case i = 1: Similarly, a morphism η : A → Σ1F0 is determined by a natu-
ral transformation η1 : A1 = HomA(A1, ) → F. Consider the natural transforma-
tion σ0 : A0 = HomA(A0, ) → F given by σ0 = YF−1A0 ◦ F(f)−1 ◦ YFA1(η1). Then
F(f) ◦ YFA0(σ) = YFA1(η1) whence η1 = f ∗∗(σ0) = σ0 ◦ f ∗. The fact that F0 is zero
except in degree 0 shows that η1 is null-homotopic by considering the collection {σn}
where σn is the zero natural transformation for n = 0.
Statement (2): By the adjunction of Proposition 1.2.13 any natural transformation
η′ : G0⊗A → ΣiF0 corresponds to a natural transformation η : G0 → Hom(A,ΣiF0).
Since G0 is non-zero only in degree 0, η is determined by η0 : G → Hom(A,ΣiF0)0.











O ◦ A( ),O ◦ Σi−j ◦ F0(B⊗σ )
)
 Nat (Ai−j,F(B⊗σ )).
It follows that if j = 0 and i = 0, 1, then this set contains only the zero natural transfor-
mation. Denote by Hom′ (resp. ⊗′) the internal hom object (resp. internal tensor prod-
uct) of [A,Ab]Ab. If η : G
0 → Hom(A,ΣiF0) is null-homotopic with null-homotopy imple-
mented by σ0 : G
0
0 → Hom(A,ΣiF0)1, then σ0 can be viewed as a natural transformation
σ0 : G → Hom′(Ai−1,F). By the hom–tensor adjunction of Ab-functors, σ0 corresponds
to a natural transformation σ′ : G⊗′Ai−1 → F. Now observe that (G0⊗A)i−1 = G⊗′Ai−1
so σ′ : (G0⊗A)i−1 → (ΣiF0)i implements a null-homotopy of the original natural trans-
formation η′ : G0⊗A → ΣiF0.

















and the diﬀerential in degree 0 sends the
natural transformation θ : HomA(A0, ) → F(B⊗σ ) to (−1)θ ◦ f ∗ : HomA(A1, ) →




f ∗ is the zero natural transformation. By the earlier i = 0 case, this implies that
(ηB)0(x) : A0 → F(B⊗σ ) is the zero natural transformation. Since this holds for any
object B of A and x ∈ G(B), η : G0 → Hom(A,F0) must also be the zero natural
transformation.

















. Moreover, the only non-zero diﬀerential is
f ∗∗ in degree 1. By the earlier i = 1 case, if x ∈ G(B) then
(ηB)0(x) = f




where YFA,B : Nat
(
HomA(A, ),F(B⊗σ )
) → F(B⊗σA), is the usual isomorphism
from the Yoneda lemma. It remains to show that this is natural in B, that is that
the collection {YF−1A0,B ◦ F(idB⊗σf)−1 ◦ YFA1,B ◦ (ηB)0 | B ∈ A} gives a natural trans-





. However, this readily follows from the naturality of the
Yoneda isomorphism and the naturality of the isomorphism F(idB⊗σf). 
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Homotopy invariance
The ﬁrst obvious hurdle is that of homotopy invariance. It is desirable that homotopic
maps f0, f1 : A → B between C∗-algebras becomes the same morphism in the homotopy
category. Recall that f0 and f1 are homotopic if there is a map A → B⊗σC(I) such that






















while the rightmost part of the diagram (∗) is always commutative (here cB : B →
B⊗σC(I) is the map that sends b to the constant function t → b, while evt is evaluation at
the point t). By considering the map H : B⊗σC(I) → B⊗σC(I)⊗σC(I)  B⊗σC(I× I)
given by H(b⊗ h) = b⊗ h1 ⊗ h2 with (h1 ⊗ h2)(t1, t2) = h(t1t2) it is clear that cB ◦ ev0
and idB⊗σC(I) are homotopic.
Deﬁnition 2.2.3. A functor F: C∗-alg → C is homotopy invariant if F(cB) is an iso-
morphism for all objects B of C∗-alg. ♠
From the discussion preceding Deﬁnition 2.2.3 it follows that a functor F: C∗-alg → C
is homotopy invariant if and only it takes homotopic maps to the same morphism in C.
Example 2.2.4. By [Hig87, Proposition 2.10], for any separable C∗-algebra C, the





Z : [A⊗σC(I)]Z → [A]Z
∣∣∣ A ∈ A }







From Proposition 1.4.11 one can left Bousﬁeld localise with respect to the morphisms
0 → Σncone ([cA]Z). Since the induced functor on homotopy categories is triangulated,
this implies that the morphism [cA]
Z is an isomorphism in the homotopy category of
the localised model structure. However, in order for the localised model structure to be
monoidal, one must involve the set G.





∣∣∣ [cA]Z ∈MH ,G ∈ G}.
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Bousﬁeld localisation of the projective model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) with
respect to the morphisms 0 → Σn(cone ([cA]Z)⊗G0)  (Σncone ([cA]Z))⊗G0 where [cA]Z
is in MH , G ∈ G and n ∈ Z. The collection of TH-local maps (i.e. the weak equivalences
of the homotopy invariant model structure) will be denoted by WH . ♠
Note that since ⊗ is an extension of ⊗σ and
G = {G = HomC∗-algAb0 (G, ) : C∗-algAb0 → Ab | G is an element of A }
it is clear that cone ([cA]
Z)⊗G0 is isomorphic to cone ([cA⊗σidG]Z). Moreover cA⊗σidG
and cA⊗σG only diﬀers by a twist of the C(I) factor. So instead of TH it is enough
to consider the set {cone ([cA]Z) | [cA]Z ∈MH}, whence only part 1 of Lemma 2.2.2 is
needed. Note that one can do a similar process both for the coproduct property and
matrix stability.




Proof. Let C ∈ C∗-alg and recall from Lemma 1.4.10 that F0
Ab0
is TH-local if for any T
in TH and n ∈ Z the group HomD(Ab)(T,ΣnF0Ab0) is trivial. So let cone ([cA]Z) be in TH
and note that both [A]Z and [A⊗σC(I)]Z are chain complexes of representable functors,
and both are concentrated in degree 0.
Thus cone ([cA]
Z) is projective in each degree and bounded below whence Proposition






)  HomK (cone ([cA]Z),ΣnF0Ab0)
for all n ∈ Z. Since the map F(cA) is an isomorphism by assumption, Lemma 2.1.2 and
Lemma 2.2.2 proves the result. 
Note that since the objects of CH are coﬁbrant, so are the objects of TH . It follows
that TH is a ﬂat family, whence the localised model structure is monoidal by Proposition
1.4.19.
Split exact extensions




with f injective, g surjective and im(f) = ker(g). If there is a section s : A′′ → A (so
g ◦ s = idA′′), then the extension is said to be split exact. For commutative C∗-algebras,
this corresponds to the situation where A′′ = C(X), A = C(Y ) and X is a retraction of
Y . One salient feature of KK-theory is that it has the coproduct property:
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of C∗-algebras, the maps F(f) and F(s) turn F(A) into the coproduct of F(A′) and
F(A′′). ♠
Observe that if F: C∗-alg → Ab has the coproduct property, then it takes split exact
extensions to split exact sequences (in the sense of abelian groups). This explains why
such functors are also called split exact. A proof of the split exactness of KK(C, ) can
be found in [Hig87, Proposition 2.12]. The next step is to archive a similar eﬀect in
Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).







is a split extension of C∗-algebras with A,A′, A′′ ∈ A , and let MCP be the set
MCP =
{
[f ]Z × [s]Z : [A]Z → [A′]Z ⊕ [A′′]Z
∣∣∣ (A,A′, A′′, f, g, s) ∈ E}




cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z)
∣∣∣ [f ]Z × [s]Z ∈ CCP}
and by TCP the set
TCP =
{
cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z)⊗G0
∣∣∣ cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z) ∈ CCP ,G ∈ G}.
The split exact model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) is the left Bousﬁeld localisation
of the projective model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) with respect to the morphisms
0 → Σncone ([f ]Z × [s]Z)⊗G0 where [f ]Z × [s]Z is in MCP , G ∈ G and n ∈ Z. The col-
lection of TCP -local maps (i.e. the weak equivalences of the split exact model structure)
will be denoted by WCP . ♠
Similar to the homotopy invariant situation, all of the objects of CCP are coﬁbrant,
so TCP is a ﬂat family. Thus the localised model structure is monoidal by Proposition
1.4.19.
Proposition 2.2.9. If F: C∗-alg → Ab has the coproduct property then the object F0
Ab0
is TCP -local.
Proof. The idea of the proof is the same as that of Proposition 2.2.6. Fix an element
cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z) ∈ TCP and note that both [A]Z and [A′]Z ⊕ [A′′]Z are chain complexes
of representable functors, and both are concentrated in degree 0. So cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z)
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cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z),ΣnF0Ab0
)  HomK (cone ([f ]Z × [s]Z),ΣnF0Ab0)
for all n ∈ Z. By assumption the map F(f) + F(s) : F(A′) ⊕ F(A′′) → F(A) given by
(a′, a′′) → F(f)(a′)+F(s)(a′′) is an isomorphism so it remains to modify Lemma 2.2.2 to





















) YFA  F(A)
where A = C∗-algAb0 and S is the isomorphism S(η
′, η′′)B(g′, g′′) = η′B(g
′)+ η′′B(g
′′). This
follows by a computation similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1. The second








′, )⊕ HomA(A′′, )  0,




YFA(η1) does the trick. 
Matrix stability
One important aspect of KK-theory is matrix stability. Let K be the compact operators
on the Hilbert space 2, and note that one can include the C∗-algebra of n× n-matrices
over A into A⊗σK. Now ﬁx an one dimensional projection p ∈ K and for a C∗-algebra
A deﬁne the ∗-preserving algebra morphism kA : A → A⊗σK by a → a ⊗ p (note that
two diﬀerent choices of projection p gives homotopic morphisms of C∗-algebras). The
matrix stability of KK-theory is that the morphism kA becomes an isomorphism in KK.
Thus the functor KK(C, ) is an example of a matrix stable functor [Hig87, Proposition
2.11].
Deﬁnition 2.2.10. A functor F: C∗-alg → C is matrix stable if F(kA) is an isomorphism
for all objects A of C∗-alg. ♠




Z : [A⊗σK]Z → [A]Z
∣∣∣ A ∈ A },
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CS the set of (chain complex) mapping cones
CS = {cone ([kA]Z) | [kA]Z ∈ CS},





∣∣∣ [kA]Z ∈MS,G ∈ G}.
The matrix stable model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) is the left Bousﬁeld local-
isation of the projective model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) with respect to the
morphisms 0 → Σncone ([kA]Z)⊗G0 where [kA]Z is in MS, G ∈ G and n ∈ Z. The collec-
tion of TS-local maps (i.e. the weak equivalences of the matrix stable model structure)
will be denoted by WS. ♠
The matrix stable model structure is monoidal by Proposition 1.4.19 and the fact
that all of the objects of CS are coﬁbrant.




Proof. This follows by the same procedure as the proof of Proposition 2.2.6. 
Relationship with KK-theory
The localisation machinery of above was motivated by KK-theory. Thus one could hope
that the category HoWH∪WCP∪WS(Ch([C
∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)) is related to the category KK.
This is indeed the case, as there is a particular subcategory of the “opposite” homotopy
category HoWH∪WCP∪WS(Ch([C
∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab))
op which is isomorphic to KK.
The above mentioned subcategory is basically the localisation of C∗-algAb0 by the weak
equivalences. With this in mind, denote by W ′H the collection of morphisms f : A → B in
C∗-algAb0 such that Y(f)
0 : [B]Z → [A]Z is in WH (where Y : C∗-algopAb0 → [C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab
is the Ab-enriched contravariant Yoneda embedding), and deﬁne the collections W ′CP and
W ′S similarly.
Proposition 2.2.13. If F: C∗-alg → Ab is homotopy invariant then FAb0 : C∗-algAb0 →
Ab takes any morphism in W ′H to an isomorphism. Similarly, if F: C
∗-alg → Ab has
the coproduct property (resp. is matrix stable) then FAb0 : C
∗-algAb0 → Ab takes any
morphism in W ′CP (resp. W
′
S) to an isomorphism.
Proof. Since the proofs involving the coproduct property and matrix stability are almost
identical to the one for homotopy invariance, only the latter will be proved. Assume
F: C∗-alg → Ab is homotopy invariant and f : A → B is a morphism in W ′H . Since
the object F0
Ab0
is TH-local by Proposition 2.2.6, the morphism Y(f)0 : [B]Z → [A]Z
induces a bijection HomD([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)([A]
Z,F0
Ab0
) → HomD([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)([B]Z,F0Ab0).
By Proposition 1.3.7, the fact that [A]Z, [B]Z and F0
Ab0
are all concentrated in degree 0
and the Yoneda lemma, this bijection gives an isomorphism F(f) : F(A) → F(B). 
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By Proposition 1.4.11 the category HoWH∪WCP∪WS(Ch([C
∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)) is additive.
Moreover, the functor Y( )0 : C∗-algop
Ab0
→ Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) induces a functor
Υ: C∗-algAb0 [(W
′
H ∪W ′CP ∪W ′S)−1]op → HoWH∪WCP∪WS(Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab))





Deﬁnition 2.2.14. Denote by kk the category with the same objects as C∗-alg, but where
Homkk(A,B) is the subgroup of HomHoWH∪WCP∪WS (Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab))([B]
Z, [A]Z) generated
by the elements of the form Υ(f) for f ∈ HomC∗-algAb0 [(W ′H∪W ′CP∪W ′S)−1](A,B). Deﬁne the
functor kk: C∗-alg → kk to be the composite
C∗-alg  C∗-algAb0  C∗-algAb0 [(W
′






whose image clearly lie in kk. ♠
Proposition 2.2.15. The category kk is canonically isomorphic to KK. Under this
isomorphism the functors kk and KK agree.
Proof. Note that any morphism f : A → B in kk is of the form ∑ni=1 αifi where αi ∈ Z
and fi is an equivalence class of strings fi,1w
−1
i,1 · · · fi,niw−1i,ni with fi,j a morphism of
C∗-algAb0 and wi,j a morphism in W
′
H ∪W ′CP ∪W ′S. The equivalence relation is generated
by saying that the empty string, the string ww−1 and the string w−1w are all equivalent
to the identity.
Let F: C∗-alg → Ab be a homotopy invariant and matrix stable functor with the











αiF(fi,1) ◦ F(wi,1)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ F(fi,ni) ◦ F(wi,ni)−1
and note that F′′ ◦ kk = F. This is well deﬁned by Proposition 2.2.13, and since the
category HoWH∪WCP∪WS(Ch([C
∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab)) is additive, so is kk. Thus the pair (kk, kk)
has the same universal property as the pair (KK,KK) from Proposition 2.1.7. 
Corollary 2.2.16. The group HomHoWH∪WCP∪WS (Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab))([B]
Z, [A]Z) contains
KK(A,B) as a subgroup. 
The G-equivariant case
In this subsection G will be a ﬁxed locally compact group∗ which is also σ-compact†.
Recall that a C∗-algebra A is a G-C∗-algebra if there is an action of G on A, that is
∗ I.e. G is a locally compact Hausdorﬀ topological space, and both the multiplication map and the
inverse map are continuous. † I.e. G can be written as a countable union of compact subspaces.
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a group homomorphism : G → Aut(A) such that the map : G → A is continuous for
all a ∈ A. If A and B are G-C∗-algebras then a C∗-algebra morphism f : A → B is
G-equivariant if it is compatible with the action of G.
The G-equivariant version of KK-theory was introduced by Kasparov in his 1981
conspectus[Kas95]. Similar to the non-equivariant case, this theory leads to an additive
category KKG. The universal property satisﬁed by this category was provided by Klaus
Thomsen in [Tho98].
Two G-equivariant morphism f0, f1 : A → B are homotopic if for each a ∈ A there
is a continuous map Fa : I → B such that Fa(0) = f0(a), Fa(1) = f1(a), and for each
t ∈ I the map ft : A → B given by ft(b) = Ft(b) is a G-equivariant C∗-algebra morphism.
Note that two morphisms are homotopic if and only if there is a G-equivariant morphism
F : A → B⊗σC(I) such that ev0 ◦ F = f0, ev1 ◦ F = f1 and G acts only on the B part
of B⊗σC(I).
An extension of G-C∗-algebras is an extension of C∗-algebras where all the maps
are G-equivariant. It is a split-exact extension if it is split-exact as an extension of
C∗-algebras with a G-equivariant section.
Denote by G-C∗-alg the category of G-C∗-algebras. A functor F: G-C∗-alg → C is
homotopy invariant if it takes homotopic maps to the same morphism, matrix stable if








of G-C∗-algebras, the maps F(f) and F(s) turn F(A) into the coproduct of F(A′) and
F(A′′).
Proposition 2.2.17 ([Tho98, Theorem 2.2]). Any functor F: G-C∗-alg → Ab which is
homotopy invariant, matrix stable and has the coproduct property factors through the
category KKG.
Due to the similarity of the axioms for G-equivariant KK-theory and ordinary KK-
theory, the obvious modiﬁcation of Proposition 2.2.15 holds true in this case.





of C∗-algebras with a contractive completely positive linear section s : A′′ → A. Such
extensions are called cpc-split † and in this case the corresponding sequence in KK is exact
in the middle. This is the approach to KK-theory used in [Cun98] since KK: C∗-alg →
KK is the universal functor satisfying homotopy invariance and matrix stability which is
also half-exact for cpc-split extensions‡ ([Cun98, Proposition 3.1]). Similarly, the functor
∗ Here G only acts on the A part of A⊗σK. It follows that the map kA is G-equivariant. † Where
“cpc” is short for completely positive contractive. Note that a contractive section s must have norm 1
since g is contractive. ‡ I.e. it takes cpc-split extensions to sequences which are exact in the middle.
Note that in [Cun98] the terminology is that such functors “satisfy excision on cpc-split extensions”.
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C∗-alg → ΣHo from [CMR07] is the universal functor satisfying homotopy invariance
which is half-exact for cpc-split extensions.
A related approach is E-theory, which was introduced by Alain Connes and Nigel
Higson in [CH90] using asymptotic morphisms. This theory leads to an additive category
E and a functor E: C∗-alg → E which is the universal functor satisfying homotopy
invariance and matrix stability which is half-exact for all extensions∗ ([Hig90, Remark
3.3]).
It is possible to use the localisation machinery to attempt to model both E-theory





is an extension of C∗-algebras with A,A′, A′′ ∈ A , and let ME be the set
ME =
{
im[g]Z → ker[f ]Z
∣∣∣ (A,A′, A′′, f, g) ∈ E ′}
of morphisms in Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab). One can then form the left Bousﬁeld localisation
of the projective model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) with respect to the morphisms
0 → Σncone (e)⊗G0 where e is in ME, G ∈ G and n ∈ Z. However, in order to use
Lemma 2.2.2, the functors in the chain complex must be representable†. Denote by im f
the category theoretic image of f , i.e. the closed ideal generated by the set theoretic image
of f . The C∗-algebra coker f = A/ im f is the most likely candidate for the representing
object of kerY(f). However, this fails as coker f is not necessarily the cokernel of f in
C∗-algAb0 . To see this let f : C→ C⊕C be the map x → (x, 0) and h : C⊕C→ C⊕C
be the map (x, y) → (x, 0). In this case coker f  C and h ◦ f = idC⊕C ◦ f . It follows
that the morphisms h− idC⊕C factors through the cokernel of f in C∗-algAb0 . However,
idC⊕C does not factor through C, so coker f can not be the cokernel of f in C∗-algAb0 .
A similar problem arises when one tries to obtain the category ΣHo by localisation.
In this case let MCPC = {im[g]Z → ker[f ]Z | (A,A′, A′′, f, g, s) ∈ E ′′} where E ′′ is the set






is a cpc-split extension of C∗-algebras with A,A′, A′′ ∈ A . The Bousﬁeld localisa-
tion will then be on the set of morphisms 0 → Σncone (e)⊗G0 with e ∈ MCPC =
{im[g]Z → ker[f ]Z | (A,A′, A′′, f, g, s) ∈ E ′′}, and this give the same problem as the ones
encountered in E-theory.
2.3 Simplicial C∗-spaces
In [Øst10] Østvær studies cubical C∗-spaces, and uses those to form a homotopy theory
for C∗-algebras. A similar setup can also be done for simplicial C∗-spaces. The aim
∗ I.e. E takes all extensions of C∗-algebras to sequences which are exact in the middle. † In view
of the proof of Proposition 2.2.9 this requirement can be weakened somewhat.
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of this section is to give a brief outline of simplicial C∗-spaces and use the Dold–Kan
correspondence to compare simplicial C∗-spaces to Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
Deﬁnition 2.3.1. A C∗-space is a functor from C∗-algebras to sets. The category
C∗-spc has C∗-spaces as objects and natural transformations as morphisms. If the sets
have basepoints, then one speak of the category of pointed C∗-spaces, C∗-spc∗.
A simplicial C∗-space is a functor from C∗-algebras to simplicial sets. Similar to the
above, the category ΔC∗-spc has simplicial C∗-spaces as objects and natural transfor-
mations as morphisms. There is also the pointed version ΔC∗-spc∗. ♠
A classical example of an adjunction is the hom–tensor adjunction of a monoidal
category C. A special case of this adjunction is when the category C is Cartesian closed,
that is it has ﬁnite (categorical) products, and this product coincides with the monoidal
product. Note that all Cartesian closed categories are symmetric monoidal. A particular
example of this is the category of small categories (with functors as morphisms), and in
this case the adjunction gives an isomorphism of categories. Thus the category ΔC∗-spc
could equally well be described as the category of functors from Δop to C∗-spaces (i.e.
the category sC∗-alg of simplicial C∗-algebras). By the same method ΔC∗-spc is also
equivalent to the category of functors from Δop × C∗-alg to Set.
Another archetypical example is the “free–forgetful” adjunction. More precisely, let
F : Set → Ab be the functor that takes a set to the free abelian group with generators this
set and let U : Ab → Set be the forgetful functor. These functors are adjoint, that is if G








. Note that this adjunction can be extended to an adjunction between
functor categories
F∗ : [C, Set]
## [C,Ab] : U∗
for any category C. There is a similar adjunction in the pointed setting.
Consider the diagram (∗) below. In this diagram, the “free–forgetful” adjunction
forms the basis of the rightmost part. On the other hand, a slight modiﬁcation of
Proposition 1.2.8 yields an isomorphism
Ch+([CAb,Ab]Ab) → [CAb,Ch+(Ab)]Ab
where the + superscript on Ch indicates that it is the category of connective chain







[C,Ch+(Ab)] ##  [C, [Δop,Ab]]  [C, [Δop, Set]].
##
(∗)
∗ A chain complexes is connective if it is zero in all negative degrees.
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The remaining part of the diagram (∗) is the dotted arrow, which stems from the Dold–
Kan correspondence. One way to state this correspondence is to say that the normalised
chain complex functor gives an equivalence of categories [Dol58, Theorem 1.9].
Deﬁnition 2.3.2. Let A be an abelian category. The normalised chain complex functor
N : sA = [Δop,A] → Ch+(A) takes a simplicial object X• in A to its normalised Moore
complex, that is the chain complex which in degree n consist of the non degenerate n-
simplicies of X•. Explicitly, given a simplicial object X• in A with face maps dni : Xn →











i n > 0,
X0 n = 0,
0 n < 0,
and ∂n = (−1)ndnn for n > 0. The eﬀect of N on a simplicial group homomorphism
f• : X• → Y• is the chain map N(f•) where N(f•)n the restriction of fn to N(X)n. ♠
In order for N to be part of an equivalence of categories, there must be a correspond-
ing functor L : Ch+(Ab) → sAb. Such a functor is due to Daniel Kan ([Dol58, Deﬁnition
1.8]). For convenience, the deﬁnition is repeated in Deﬁnition 2.3.3.
Deﬁnition 2.3.3. In the category Δ, let σn+1i : n+ 1 → n be the ith codegeneracy
map and δn−1i : n− 1 → n be the ith coface map∗. Denote by Nn the chain complex










: Nn+1 → Nn.
The functor L : Ch+(Ab) → sAb sends a connective chain complex C = (Ck, ∂k) to the
simplicial abelian group X• where Xn = HomCh+(Ab)(N




∗ : Xn → Xn−1,




∗ : Xn → Xn+1. ♠
Remark 2.3.4. It is possible to give another deﬁnition of the Xk appearing in Deﬁnition
2.3.3, namely Xn 
⊕
f∈S(n) Ccodf where S(n) = {f : n→ k | f is surjective} and cod
takes f : n → k to k. For f : n → k a surjective map, denote by χnf : Cf = Ccodf → Xn
the inclusion. The degeneracy maps of X• are then given by sni |Cf = χn+1f◦σni , and it is
∗ So for a simplicial complex X its degeneracy maps are sn+1i = (σ
n+1
i )
∗ : Xn → Xn+1, while its face
maps are dn−1i = (δ
n−1
i )
∗ : Xn → Xn−1.
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0 i = n,






χn−1idn−1 i = j or i = j + 1,
χn−1
σn−1j
◦ ∂n−1 i = n and j < n− 1,
0 otherwise.
For more details, see [Wei95, 8.4.4]. 
One reason to study simplicial sets is that they are a model for homotopy theory
of spaces. More precisely, there is a model structure on sSet = [Δop, Set] (the Quillen
model structure) so that Ho
(
sSet
)  Ho(Top) (for a suﬃciently nice∗ category Top of
spaces).
The Quillen model structure on simplicial set forms the basis for model structures
on simplicial C∗-spaces, and this forms the foundation of Østvær’s homotopy theory for
C∗-algebras[Øst10]. In Proposition 2.3.9 the projective model structures on C∗-spaces is
compared to corresponding model structures on Ch+([C∗-algAb,Ab]Ab).
Recall that there is a functor | | : sSet → Top called geometric realization (for details
see [GJ09, pp. 7–8]) and that a morphism f : X → Y between simplicial sets is a weak
homotopy equivalence if the map |f | : |X| → |Y | is a weak homotopy equivalence†.
Deﬁnition 2.3.5. For n ≥ 0, the simplicial n-simplex is the simplicial set Δn• =
HomΔ( ,n) (i.e. Δ
n





for 0 ≤ j ≤ l.
The simplicial boundary (n− 1)-sphere is the simplicial set ∂Δn• with
∂Δnl =
{
Δnl l ≤ n− 1,{
sl−1j (α)
∣∣∣ α ∈ ∂Δnl−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1} l > n− 1,
and whose face and degeneracy maps are restriction of the corresponding face and de-
generacy maps of Δn• .




k k < i,
k + 1 k ≥ i.
∗ E.g. where all the spaces have homotopy type of a CW-complex. † A map of topological spaces
is a weak homotopy equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on all homotopy groups and a bijection
on π0. Note that by Whitehead’s theorem a weak homotopy equivalence between CW-complexes is a
homotopy equivalence[Hat10, Theorem 4.5].
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Δnl l < n− 1,
Δnl \ {κn,i} l = n− 1,{
sl−1j (α)
∣∣∣ α ∈ Λn,il−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1} l > n− 1,
and whose face and degeneracy maps are the restriction of the corresponding face and
degeneracy maps of Δn• . ♠
Note that there is an obvious inclusion of ∂Δn• into Δ
n





inclusions combined with the weak homotopy equivalences provides the language to
deﬁne the Quillen model structure on sSet.
Deﬁnition 2.3.6. Let I be the set of inclusions ∂Δn• → Δn• and J be the set of inclu-
sions Λn,i• into Δ
n
• . The Quillen model structure on sSet is coﬁbrantly generated with
coﬁbrations the I-coﬁbrations, ﬁbrations the J-injective and weak equivalences the weak
homotopy equivalences∗.
In the pointed setting the Quillen model structure on sSet∗ is obtained analogous –
the only change is that disjoint basepoints are added to all domains and codomains of
morphisms in I and J . ♠
Observe that a morphism in the Quillen model structure on sSet is a ﬁbration if
and only if it is J-injective, that is it has the right lifting property with respect to all
inclusions of horns. Thus the ﬁbrations are precisely the Kan-ﬁbrations. Moreover, one
can show that a morphism is a coﬁbration if and only if it is a monomorphism ([GJ09,
p. 62] or [Hov99, Proposition 3.2.2]), whence all objects are coﬁbrant.
Since the image of the Yoneda embedding of Δ is a small and dense subcategory of
sSet, the model structure is combinatorial by Vopeˇnka’s principle (Proposition A.10).
Moreover, by [Hir03, Theorem 13.1.13] the Quillen model structure is proper.
The Quillen model structure on sSet combined with the forgetful functor U : Ab →
Set gives rise to the Quillen projective model structure on sAb = [Δop,Ab].
Deﬁnition 2.3.7. Suppose f• : X• → X ′• is a morphism of simplicial abelian groups. In
the Quillen projective model structure on sAb, the morphism f• is a weak equivalence if
U∗(f•) is a weak equivalence in the Quillen model structure on sSet. Similarly, the mor-
phism f• is a ﬁbration in the Quillen projective model structure if U∗(f•) is a ﬁbration
in the Quillen model structure on sSet. ♠
The forgetful functor is right adjoint to the free functor, so it is a right Quillen
functor. Moreover, by a theorem of John Moore ([Moo55, The´ore`me 3] – an English
version of the proof can be found in [Wei95, Lemma 8.2.8]) the forgetful functor sAb to
sSet takes any simplicial group to a ﬁbrant simplicial set.
∗ Recall that geometric realisation is left adjoint to the singular functor (see [GJ09, Proposition I.2.2]).
It follows that geometric realisation is a left Quillen functor, and that Ho
(
sSet
)  Ho(CW) for CW the
category of CW-complexes.
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As mentioned earlier, the normalised chain complex functor gives an equivalence
between Ch+(Ab) and sAb. However, even more is true. This equivalence is a Quillen
equivalence if one equips Ch+(Ab) with the projective model structure ([SS03a, Section
4]). In order to get a Quillen adjunction between Ch+(Ab) and sSet, one must then view
the normalised chain complex functor as a left adjoint.
With the above machinery in hand, it is time to deﬁne model structures on simplicial
C∗-spaces and on Ch+([C∗-algAb,Ab]Ab). Both model structures uses the method of Deﬁ-
nition 1.4.12. First up is the pointwise projective model structure on simplicial C∗-spaces,
which is formed from the Quillen model structure on sSet. By Theorem 1.4.13 and the
fact that the Quillen model structure on sSet is proper, the pointwise projective model
structure is also proper. As for the projective model structure on Ch+([C∗-algAb,Ab]Ab),
it is constructed from projective model structure on Ch+(Ab). The latter model struc-
ture is akin to the projective model structure of Ch(Ab), and the details can be found in
Deﬁnition 2.3.8.
Deﬁnition 2.3.8. Denote by I the set consisting of the chain map 0 → S0(Z) and the
inclusions Sn−1(Z) → Dn(Z) for n > 0, and let J be the set of chain maps 0 → Dn(Z) for
n > 0. There is a coﬁbrantly generated model structure on Ch+(Ab), the projective model
structure, where the ﬁbrations are the J-injectives, the coﬁbrations are I-coﬁbrations,
and weak equivalences are chain maps inducing an isomorphism on all homology groups.
For more details on the projective model structure see [DS95, Section 7], where ﬁbrations
and coﬁbrations are also described using epi- and monomorphisms. More precisely, a
chain map is a coﬁbration if and only if it is a levelwise monomorphism with levelwise
projective cokernel, while a chain map is a ﬁbration if and only if it is an epimorphism
in all positive degrees. ♠
By Proposition 1.2.8 and Lemma 2.1.3 the vertical maps of diagram (∗) are isomor-
phisms. Thus they furnish [C∗-alg,Ch+(Ab)] with a projective model structure where
a morphism η : F → G is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) if ηC is a weak equiva-
lence (resp. ﬁbration) for all C∗-algebras C. For the rightmost part of the diagram (∗),
the projective pointwise model structure on [C∗-alg, sSet] deﬁnes a model structure on
[C∗-alg, sAb] by requiring that the induced free-forgetful adjunction is a Quillen adjunc-
tion.
Proposition 2.3.9. Equip [C∗-alg, sSet] with the pointwise projective model structure
and Ch+([C∗-algAb,Ab]Ab) with the projective model structure. There is a Quillen ad-
junction
(N ◦ F∗)∗ : [C∗-alg, sSet] ## Ch+([C∗-algAb,Ab]Ab) : (U∗ ◦ L)∗,
and a similar Quillen adjunction in the pointed setting:
(N ◦ F∗)∗ : [C∗-alg, sSet∗] ## Ch+([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) : (U∗ ◦ L)∗.
Proof. The result follows by viewing the normalised chain complex functor as a left
Quillen functor. Since F∗ is a left Quillen functor it follows that the composition N ◦F∗
is a left Quillen functor, and so is (N ◦ F∗)∗ by Lemma 1.4.23. 
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Note that the restriction of the projective model structure on Ch(Ab) to the con-
nective chain completenesses does not coincide with the model structure of Deﬁnition
2.3.8. However, the inclusion of Ch+(Ab) into Ch(Ab) does preserve weak equivalences
and coﬁbrations as Lemma 2.3.11 shows.
Deﬁnition 2.3.10. The truncation functor τ0 : Ch(Ab) → Ch+(Ab) is given by τ0(C)n =
Cn for n > 0, τ0(C)0 = ker ∂0 for n = 0 and τ0(C)n = 0 for n < 0. The eﬀect of τ0 on
morphisms and boundary maps are the obvious ones. ♠
Lemma 2.3.11. Let ι : Ch+(Ab) → Ch(Ab) be the inclusion. There is a Quillen adjunc-
tion
ι : Ch+(Ab) ## Ch(Ab) : τ0.
Proof. Clearly, if A and B are chain complexes with A connective, then there is a natural
isomorphism HomCh+(Ab)(A, ι(B))  HomCh(Ab)(A, τ0(B)). It is equally clear that the
inclusion Ch+(Ab) into Ch(Ab) does preserve weak equivalences. Thus it only remains to
show that the inclusion preserves coﬁbrations. However, this follows since a chain map
f : A → A′ of Ch+(Ab) is a coﬁbration if it is a levelwise monomorphism with levelwise
projective cokernel. It follows that ι(f) is a levelwise split monomorphism. Moreover,
since A′ is bounded below, the cokernel of ι(f) is coﬁbrant by [Hov99, Lemma 2.3.6].
Consequentially ι(f) is a coﬁbration by [Hov99, Proposition 2.3.9]. 
Using Lemma 2.3.11 the following corollary of Proposition 2.3.9 is immediate.
Corollary 2.3.12. The Dold–Kan correspondence yields a Quillen adjunction
(N ◦ F∗)∗ : [C∗-alg, sSet∗] ## Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) : (U∗ ◦ L ◦ τ0)∗
(where the inclusion functor is suppressed from the notation). 
Similarly to Section 2.2, Østvær uses left Bousﬁeld localisation to bring the pointwise
projective model structure closer to KK-theory in [Øst10]. The next results shows that
the there is a Quillen adjunction between the various localised model structures on
Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) and [C
∗-alg, sSet∗].
Note that in [Øst10] the theory is based on the axiomatic framework from [Cun98].
The only diﬀerence between these axioms and the ones of Proposition 2.1.7 concerns
the exactness axiom. The approach of [Cun98] uses contractive completely positive split
extensions (cf. the last part of Section 2.2), and as such it is based on KK-theory’s uni-
versal property with respect to homotopy invariance, matrix stability and half-exactness
for cpc-split extensions. Since Østvær uses slightly diﬀerent axioms for KK-theory, a
modiﬁcation of the work in [Øst10] has to be utilised.
One way to compare the localizations of Section 2.2 with the work of Østvær is to
just replace the exactness axiom used in [Øst10]. The resulting theory still works, as
the required localisation now follows along the lines of [Øst10, Sections 3.3 and 3.4], and
in this case the corresponding version of Proposition 2.3.13 follows along the lines of
Proposition 2.3.14.
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Another method is to use the approach of [Øst10, Section 3.2] with split exact se-
quences. The disadvantage of this method is that it does not give KK-theory. Still, there
is a Quillen adjunction between that approach and the method used in Section 2.2 as
Proposition 2.3.13 shows.
A ﬁnal method would be to use the axiom scheme in [Cun97] in Section 2.2. However,
in this case the localisation theory of Section 2.2 would be a bit trickier. Moreover, the
proof of Proposition 2.3.13 would also be more complicated as the map s in the proof of
Proposition 2.3.13 would no longer be a C∗-algebra morphism.
Proposition 2.3.13. The Dold–Kan correspondence gives a Quillen adjunction between
the exact projective model structure on [C∗-alg, sSet∗] and the split exact model structure
on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
Proof. Since (N ◦ F∗)∗ preserves coﬁbrations it is enough to show that it also preserves
acyclic coﬁbrations. So assume h : X → Y is an exact projective weak equivalence in
[C∗-alg, sSet∗] and that K is TCP -ﬂasque. In order to show that
(N ◦ F∗)∗(h)∗ : HomD
(






is a bijection, ﬁrst note that if Z ∈ [C∗-alg, sSet∗] then (N◦F∗)∗(Z) is a connective chain










so without loss of generality K is also 0 in all negative degrees.
Since K is ﬁbrant, it follows from the derived adjunction of Proposition 1.4.21 that
(N ◦ F∗)∗(h)∗ : HomD
(






is a bijection if and only if
Q(h)∗ : HomHo
(




Q(X), (U∗ ◦ L)∗(K)
)
is a bijection (here Ho refers to the homotopy category of [C∗-alg, sSet∗] in the projective
model category structure, Q is the coﬁbrant replacement functor, and (U∗◦L◦τ0)∗(K) 
(U∗ ◦ L)∗(K) since K is a connective chain complex).




)→ Hom[C∗-alg,sSet∗] (Q(X), Z)
is a projective weak equivalence, then the induced morphism Q(h)∗ : HomHo(Q(Y ), Z) →
HomHo(Q(X), Z) is an isomorphism [Hir03, Proposition 9.5.10 (2) and Proposition 9.5.24
(2)]. By the deﬁnition of a projective exact weak equivalence, [Øst10, Deﬁnition 3.30],
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the result follows if (U∗◦L)∗(K) is ﬂasque in the sense of [Øst10, Section 3.2]. So assume
A′ f A
g A′′s## is a split extension of C
∗-algebras and consider the diagram
U∗ ◦ L ◦K(A′) U∗◦L◦K(f) 

U∗ ◦ L ◦K(A)
U∗◦L◦K(g)

∗ U∗ ◦ L ◦K(A′′).
The aim is to show that the above diagram is homotopy Cartesian. Since
K(g) ◦K(s) = K(g ◦ s) = idK(A′′)
the morphism K(g) is a levelwise surjection. Thus K(g) is a ﬁbration in the projective
model structure on Ch+(Ab), and by the Dold–Kan correspondence U∗ ◦ L ◦ K(g) is a
ﬁbration in the Quillen model structure of sSet∗. By [GJ09, Lemma II.8.16] it is therefore
enough to show that the induced morphism
U∗ ◦ L ◦K(A′) → ∗×U∗◦L◦K(A′′) U∗ ◦ L ◦K(A)
is a weak equivalence. Observe that U∗ ◦ L is a right adjoint, so it preserves all small
limits. Using the fact U∗ ◦ L(0) = ∗, this implies that
∗ ×U∗◦L◦K(A′′) U∗ ◦ L ◦K(A)  U∗ ◦ L
(
0×K(A′′) K(A)
)  U∗ ◦ L( kerK(g)).
Since the Quillen projective model structure on sAb is rigged such that U∗ takes weak
equivalences to weak equivalences, it is enough to show that the induced morphism
L ◦K(A′) → L( kerK(g))
is a weak equivalence. Lastly, the Dold–Kan correspondence gives an equivalence of
categories Ch+(Ab) → sAb, which is also a Quillen equivalence. Thus the functor L
preserves weak equivalences, so it is enough to show that K(A′) → kerK(g) is a weak
equivalence in Ch+(Ab), i.e. it is a quasi-isomorphism.
Observe that by viewing kerK(g) as a subgroup of K(A), the induced morphism
K(A′) → kerK(g) is given by K(f) (with its codomain restricted to kerK(g)). Another
observation is that since K = (Kn, ∂n) is TCP -ﬂasque, the morphism
([f ]Z × [s]Z)∗ : HomD([A′]Z ⊕ [A′′]Z,ΣiK) → HomD([A]Z,ΣiK)
is an isomorphism for all i. Moving the direct sum out, and using Proposition 1.3.7 this






′]Z,ΣiK)⊕ HomK([A′′]Z,ΣiK) → HomK([A]Z,ΣiK) (∗)
is an isomorphism for all i.
The morphism K(f) induces a monomorphism in homology: Assume x ∈ Kn(A′) is
such that (∂n)A′(x) = 0 and Knf(x) = (∂n+1)A′(y) for some y ∈ Kn+1(A). Using the
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Yoneda lemma x corresponds to a natural transformation θ : HomC∗-algAb0 (A
′, ) → Kn
with ∂n ◦ θ = 0 and θ ◦ f ∗ = ∂n+1 ◦ ζ for some ζ : HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ) → Kn+1. However,
this is the same as saying that x corresponds to a chain map θ′ : [A′]Z → Σ−nK such
that [f ]Z
∗
(θ′) : [A]Z → Σ−nK is null-homotopic. Since [f ]Z∗ is a monomorphism θ′ must
be null-homotopic, i.e. x = θA′(idA′) is in the image of (∂n+1)A′ .
The morphism K(f) induces an epimorphism in homology: Assume z ∈ kerKn(g) is
such that (∂n)A(z) = 0. By the Yoneda lemma z corresponds to a natural transformation
η : HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ) → Kn such that both ∂n ◦ η : HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ) → Kn−1 and
η ◦ g∗ : HomC∗-algAb0 (A′′, ) → Kn factors through 0. Thus η corresponds to a morphism
η′ : [A]Z → Σ−nK such that [g]Z∗(η′) = 0. By the isomorphism in (∗) there are
χ′ : [A′]Z → Σ−nK, ξ′ : [A′′]Z → Σ−nK, β : HomC∗-algAb0 (A, ) → Kn+1
such that η = η′n = ∂n+1 ◦ β + [f ]Z∗(χ′)n + [s]Z∗(ξ′)n. Moreover,
0 = [g]Z
∗
(η′)n = ∂n+1 ◦ β ◦ g∗ + [g]Z∗ ◦ [f ]Z∗(χ′)n + [g]Z∗ ◦ [s]Z∗(ξ′)n
= ∂n+1 ◦ β ◦ g∗ + [g ◦ s]Z∗(ξ′)n = ∂n+1 ◦ β ◦ g∗ + ξ′n
whence [s]Z
∗
(ξ′)n = −∂n+1 ◦β ◦ g∗ ◦ s∗ and η = χ′n ◦ f ∗+∂n+1 ◦β−∂n+1 ◦β ◦ (s◦ g)∗. Let
w = (χ′n)A′(idA′) ∈ Kn(A′) and note that (∂n)A′(w) = 0 since χ′ : [A′]Z → Σ−nK. The
result now follows by the fact that z −K(f)n(w) lies in im(∂n+1)A. 
Proposition 2.3.14. The Dold–Kan correspondence gives Quillen adjunctions between
1. the matrix invariant model structure on [C∗-alg, sSet∗] and the split exact and ma-
trix stable model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab), and
2. the homotopy invariant model structure on [C∗-alg, sSet∗] and the split exact, ma-
trix stable and homotopy invariant model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
Proof. In both cases (N ◦ F∗)∗ preserves coﬁbrations so it is enough to show that it
also preserves acyclic coﬁbrations. Observe that due to the use of left Bousﬁeld lo-
calisation, the coﬁbrant replacement functor Q on C∗-spc∗ with the pointwise projective
model structure coincides with the coﬁbrant replacement functors of C∗-spc∗ in the exact
projective, matrix invariant and homotopy invariant model structures.
The matrix stable case: Let f : X → Y be a matrix stable projective weak equivalence
in [C∗-alg, sSet∗] and K a TCP ∪TS-ﬂasque object. The aim is to show that
(N ◦ F∗)∗(f)∗ : HomD
(














Q(X), (U∗ ◦ L)∗(K)
)
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is a bijection. Thus, by the deﬁnition of a matrix invariant weak equivalence it is enough
to show that (U∗ ◦ L)∗(K) is matrix exact projective ﬁbrant, i.e. (U∗ ◦ L)∗(K) is exact







(A) → ((U∗ ◦ L)∗(K))(A⊗σK)
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. Since K is TCP -ﬂasque, K is ﬁbrant whence
(U∗ ◦ L)∗(K) is also ﬁbrant. By the proof of Proposition 2.3.13, the TCP -ﬂasqueness of
K implies that (U∗ ◦ L)∗(K) is ﬂasque. Thus (U∗ ◦ L)∗(K) is exact projective ﬁbrant,




(kA) is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets it is
enough to show that K(kA) : K(A) → K(A⊗σK) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Applying HomD( ,Σ
nK) to [A⊗σK]Z → [A]Z → cone ([kA]Z) → Σ[A]Z yields an
isomorphism HomD([A]
Z,ΣnK) → HomD([A⊗σK]Z,ΣnK) by the TS-ﬂasqueness of K =




so by the Yoneda lemma Kn(kA) induces an isomorphism
ker(∂n)A/ im(∂n+1)A → ker(∂n)A⊗σK/ im(∂n+1)A⊗σK.
It follows that K(kA) is a quasi-isomorphism.
The homotopy invariant case: The proof is basically the same as the matrix invariant
case. 
2.4 Spectra of C∗-spaces
The category Ch+(Ab) has a slight deﬁciency since the suspension functor Σ lacks an
inverse. This is easily remedied by looking at the category Ch(Ab) instead. Correspond-
ingly, sSet∗ also has a suspension functor (given by ∧ S1•) which lacks an inverse. In
order to remedy the simplicial situation one must look at spectra of simplicial sets.
Deﬁnition 2.4.1. The simplicial circle or simplicial 1-sphere is the simplicial set S1• =
Δ1•/∂Δ
1
•. Note that the unique 0-simplex of S
1
• make the simplicial 1-sphere into pointed
simplicial sets. For n > 1 the simplicial n-sphere is the simplicial set
Sn• = S
1
• ∧ · · · ∧ S1•︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
A simplicial spectrum is a collection (Xn,•, σn,•)n≥0 of pointed simplicial sets Xn,•
and pointed simplicial maps (called structure maps) σn,• : S1• ∧ Xn,• → Xn+1,•. Given
two simplicial spectra (Xn,•, σn,•) and (X ′n,•, σ
′
n,•), a morphism of simplicial spectra
(fn,•) : (Xn,•, σn,•) → (X ′n,•, σ′n,•) is a collection (fn,•)n≥0 of morphisms fn,• : Xn,• → X ′n,•










σ′n,•  X ′n+1,•
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commutes for all n ≥ 0. The category of simplicial spectra is denoted by Spt.
Given a pointed simplicial set X•, the suspension spectrum Σ∞X• has (Σ∞X•)n =
Sn• ∧X• and σn,• = idSn+1• ∧X• . Similarly, given a morphism of simplicial sets f• : X• → Y•,
there is a morphism Σ∞f• : Σ∞X• → Σ∞Y• where (Σ∞f•)n = idSn•∧f•. This construction
gives a functor Σ∞ : sSet∗ → Spt.
Let X = (Xn,•, σn,•)n≥0 be a simplicial spectrum. The functor F : Spt → Spt has
F(X)n = F∗(Xn,•). If ex ∈ F∗(Xn,•) denotes the generator corresponding to x ∈ Xn,•
then the structure map σ′n,• : S
1
• ∧ F(X)n → F(X)n+1 is given by l ∧ ex → eσn,•(l∧x). ♠
In the setting of spectra, an analogue of a simplicial abelian group is a naive module
over the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of the integers. For instance, F(X) will be a
naive module over the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of Z for any simplicial spectrum
X.
Deﬁnition 2.4.2. A symmetric spectrum is a simplicial spectrum (Xn,•, σn,•)n≥0 such
that
• there is a basepoint preserving left action of the symmetric group Σn on Xn,•, and
• the morphisms σp+q−1,• ◦ · · · ◦ σq,• : Sp• ∧ Xq,• → Xp+q,• are Σp × Σq-equivariant
(where Σp acts on S
p
• by permuting the coordinates).
The symmetric spectra together with morphisms of symmetric spectra, that is morphisms
of simplicial spectra (fn,•) : (Xn,•, σn,•) → (X ′n,•, σ′n,•) such that fn,• is Σn equivariant,
form the category SptΣ.
The Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of Z, HZ, is the symmetric spectrum with mth
space F∗(Sm• ), structure maps of the form l∧ex → el∧x, and where Σm acts by permuting
the simplicial circles.
A naive module over HZ is a spectrum (Xn,•, σn,•) where each Xn,• is a simplicial
abelian group and the structure maps can be extended to simplicial group homomor-
phisms∗ (HZ)m ∧Xn,• → Xm+n,•. Denote by nvmod-HZ the category of naive modules
over HZ. ♠
Recall that spectra should solve the problem of inverting the suspension of simplicial
sets. The spectrum corresponding to the simplicial set X• is the suspension spectrum
Σ∞X•. A natural candidate for a delooping of Σ∞X• is the spectrum X ′• with X
′
n,• =
Xn−1,• for n > 0 and X ′0,• = ∗. However, if one suspends X ′• (i.e. apply the suspension
functor at each degree) then the result diﬀers from X•. By using a twist, there is a
morphism from the suspension on X ′• to X•, but this needs not be an isomorphism. The
stable model structure solves this problem.
Deﬁnition 2.4.3. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of simplicial spectra. Call the mor-
phism f a stable weak equivalence if it induces monomorphisms stable homotopy groups
(i.e. the induced maps colimn→∞ πn+k(Xn,•) → colimn→∞ πn+k(Yn,•) are isomorphisms
∗ Note that for simplicial abelian groups X•, Y• their monoidal product is given by
(X• ∧ Y•)n = Xn ⊗ Yn.
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for all k ≥ 0). The morphism f is a stable ﬁbration if it is a levelwise ﬁbration and for









ηYn  (Ω∞ Ex∞ Y )n,•
is a homotopy ﬁber square (see [BF78, p. 85] and [GJ09, p. 500]). In the stable model
structure on Spt the weak equivalences are stable weak equivalences, while the ﬁbrations
are stable ﬁbrations.
A morphism f : X → Y of naive modules over HZ is a stable weak equivalence (resp.
stable ﬁbration) if it is a stable weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) when viewed as a
morphism in Spt. In the stable model structure on nvmod-HZ the weak equivalences are
stable weak equivalences, while the ﬁbrations are stable ﬁbrations.
There is another candidate for a model structure on Spt. In the levelwise model
structure a morphism f : X → Y is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) if the morphism
fn,• : Xn,• → Yn,• is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) in the Quillen projective model
structure on sSet∗. By [Hov01, Corollary 3.5]∗, one obtains the stable model structure
from the levelwise model structure by left Bousﬁeld localisation on a certain set of
morphisms.
As mentioned earlier the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of Z is akin to Z. One aspect
of this is the notion of the derived category of the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of Z
(or more generally any ring spectrum). In the article [Rob87] Alan Robinson gave an
equivalence between the derived category of a ring R, D(modR), to the derived category
of the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of R.
This equivalence was later generalised to a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences by Stefan
Schwede and Brooke Shipley in [SS03b, Appendix B]. One step in their generalisation
was a stable version of the Dold–Kan correspondence, which hinges on a natural trans-
formation F∗(S1•)∧L( ) → L ◦Σ. In order to get a better grasp of the simplicial circle,
the following notation is helpful.
Deﬁnition 2.4.4. For a simplicial set X•, the set of non-degenerate n-simplicies is
Xn = Xn \ {sn−1i (y) | y ∈ Xn−1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}. If X• is a pointed simplicial set, the
basepoint in each space Xn,• is considered a degenerate n-simplex. Moreover, in this
case X∗n = Xn \ {∗} where ∗ is the basepoint. ♠
Example 2.4.5. Since ∂Δ1n = HomΔ(n,1) = {f0, f1} where f0(t) = 0, f1(t) = 1 for all
t ∈ n, it follows that (S1n)∗ = {f : n→ 1 | f(0) = 0, f(n) = 1}. Thus there is a bijection
l : {1, . . . , n} → (S1n)∗,
lk(a) =
{
0 a < k,
1 a ≥ k,
∗ Recall that all simplicial sets are coﬁbrant, and note that the preprint “Localization of model cate-
gories” cited in [Hov01] has become the book [Hir03].
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lk k ≤ j, k ≤ n− 1,
lk−1 k > j, k = 1,
∗ k = 1, j = 0,
∗ k = n, j = n,
sni (lk) =
{
lk k ≤ i,
lk+1 k > i.
Consequentially, if X• is a pointed simplicial set then (S1• ∧X•)∗n  {1, . . . , n}×X∗n and
for 0 ≤ j ≤ n








k ≤ j, k = n, dnj (x) = ∗,(
lk−1, dnj (x)
)
k > j, k = 1, dnj (x) = ∗,
∗ dnj (x) = ∗,
∗ k = 1, j = 0,
∗ k = n, j = n,




































/∈ Dn, then l > k and k + 1 ≥ l so l = k + 1. Consider the case where




k ◦ sn−2j (y)
)
. There are two possibilities. If k ≤ j then(
lk+1, s
n−1






j+1 ◦ sn−2k (y)
) ∈ Dn
while if k > j then(
lk+1, s
n−1












k ◦ sn−2j (y)
) ∈ Dn in both cases. Thus





) ∣∣∣ x ∈ Xn−1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1}. ♣
Deﬁnition 2.4.6. For a simplicial abelian group X• the ith back face is
−→
d i : Xn → Xn−i, x → dn+1−in+1−i ◦ · · · ◦ dnn(x)
and the ith front face is
←−
d i : Xn → Xn−i, x → dn+1−i0 ◦ · · · ◦ dn0 (x).
The non-normalised chain complex of X• is the chain complex C(X•) = (Xn, ∂n)
where ∂n =
∑n
i=0(−1)idni . If Y• is another simplicial abelian group, then the Alexander–
Whitney map is the natural transformation fX,Y : C(X•∧Y•) → C(X•)⊗T C(Y•) deﬁned
by
fX,Yn : Xn ⊗ Yn →
n⊕
i=0






and it descends to a natural transformation gX,Y : N(X•∧Y•) → N(X•)⊗TN(Y•) [Mac95,
Theorem VIII.8.5 and Corollary VIII.8.6]. In the special case where X• = F∗(S1•) and




)→ N(F∗(S1•))⊗T C  ΣC.
Applying the functor L to ρC yields
∗ the natural transformation L(ρ ) : F∗(S1•)∧L( ) →
L ◦ Σ( ). Recall the truncation functor τ0 : Ch(Ab) → Ch+(Ab) and note that if C =
(Cn, ∂n) then
(











ker ∂−n l = 1,











= ker ∂−(n+1). Thus the natural
transformation L(ρ ) induces natural transformations†
ρ′n : F∗(S
1
•) ∧ L ◦ τ0 ◦ Σn( ) → L ◦ τ0 ◦ Σn+1( )
for all n ≥ 0.
The Eilenberg–Mac Lane functor Φ: Ch(Ab) → nvmod-HZ is the stable analogue of
L. It sends a chain complex C to the simplicial spectrum (L ◦ τ0 ◦Σn(C), (ρ′′n)C) (where
(ρ′′n)C(lk ∧ ex) = (ρ′n)C(elk ⊗ ex)), while a chain map f : C1 → C2 is sent to the morphism
of simplicial spectra which at level n is L ◦ τ0 ◦ Σn(f). ♠
Example 2.4.7. For an abelian group A, consider the chain complex S0(A) = A0. In
this case Φ(A0)n,n  A while Φ(A0)n,k  0 if n = k. Thus Φ(A0)n,•  F∗(Δn•/∂Δn• )∧AΔ
where AΔ is the simplicial abelian group which is A in each degree, and where all face
and degeneracy maps are identities.
The structure map σn,• : F∗(S1•) ∧ F∗(Δn•/∂Δn• ) ∧ AΔ → F∗(Δn+1• /∂Δn+1• ) ∧ AΔ is
determined by what it does in degrees n and n + 1 (cf. Example 2.4.5). In degree n it
must be the zero map since (Δn+1• /∂Δ
n+1
• )n = {∗}. In degree n+ 1 it is induced by the
map x ⊗ y → ∑n+1i=0 −→d n+1−i(x) ⊗←−d i(y) = −→d n+1(x) ⊗←−d 0(y) + −→d n(x) ⊗←−d 1(y). There
is no loss of generality in assuming x = elk+1 and y = s
n−1
k (a) with a ∈ A and elk+1 the
generator corresponding to lk+1. Since
−→
d n+1(x) ∈ F∗(S10)  0 and
←−
d 1(y) = d0sk(a) it
follows that this is zero except for when k = 1, and that el1 ⊗ s0(a) → eidΔn+1• ⊗ a. ♣






• all are homeo-
morphic to the topological n-sphere. Thus they are weakly equivariant in sSet∗, and
it follows that F∗(Δn•/∂Δ
n
• ) ∧ AΔ, F∗(Sn• ) ∧ AΔ and F∗(∂Δn+1• ) ∧ AΔ are all weakly
equivariant in sAb when A is a free abelian group‡.
∗ Using the natural isomorphism Z• → L ◦N(Z•) from the Dold–Kan correspondence. † Where
the functors goes from Ch(Ab) to sAb. ‡ Recall that F∗ is a left Quillen functor, all objects
of sSet∗ are coﬁbrant and sSet satisﬁes the pushout-product axiom. Thus the result follows since
F∗(X•) ∧AΔ  F∗(X• ∧AΔ+) with A+ a set of generators for A with a disjoint basepoint.
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By [SS03b, Theorem B.1.11] the functor Φ is a right adjoint. Moreover [SS03b,
Theorem B.1.11] says that if naive modules over HZ are given the stable model structure
(see Deﬁnition 2.4.3), this adjunction gives a Quillen equivalence.
In order for Φ to be a right adjoint, there must be a corresponding left adjoint
Ψ: nvmod-HZ → Ch(Ab). The approach of [SS03b] is to show that the properties of Φ
gives a left adjoint by Freyd’s adjoint functor theorem. An explicit construction of Ψ,
which resembles the construction of the functor D in [Shi07, p. 374], is given in Deﬁnition
2.4.10.
At the heart of the functor Ψ is the normalised chain complex functor N, so it is
necessary to know how N behaves with respect to suspensions. An immediate conse-
quence of Example 2.4.5 is Lemma 2.4.8, while a straightforward computation using the
simplicial identities yields Lemma 2.4.9.
Lemma 2.4.8. Let X• be a simplicial abelian group with face maps dni and denote the












∣∣∣ i = k, x ∈ ker dnk} ∪ {(elk+1 − elk)⊗ x ∣∣∣ x ∈ Xn}
where 0 < k < n and elk+1 is the generator corresponding to lk+1 of Example 2.4.5. 
Lemma 2.4.9. Let X• be a simplicial abelian group, and deﬁne κn,k : Xn−1 → Xn by
κn,k(x) =
∑n−1




i = N(X•)n−1 then κn,k(x) ∈ ker dni
for i = k, n and dnk ◦ κn,k(x) = (−1)kx. 








x → el1 ⊗ κn,0(x) +
n−1∑
k=1




(−1)kelk+1 ⊗ sn−1k (x).





) Σ−1N(σ0,•)  Σ−1N(X1,•) Σ−2κ′X1,•  . . . (∗)
The functor Ψ: nvmod-HZ → Ch(Ab) sends (Xn,•, σn,•) to the colimit of the diagram
(∗), i.e.




Example 2.4.11. Let A be an abelian group and consider Σ∞minA
Δ, the naive module
over HZ which in degree n is F∗(Δn•/∂Δ
n
• ) ∧ AΔ and where the structure maps are the











→ N(F∗(S1•) ∧ ((Σ∞minAΔ)n,•))n+1
is the map a → ∑nk=0(−1)kelk+1 ⊗ snk(a). It follows that N(σn,•) ◦ (κ′Σ∞minAΔn,•) is the





• )∧AΔ is weakly equivariant to F∗(Sn• )∧AΔ, i.e.
the spectra (Σ∞minA
Δ) and Σ∞AΔ are level equivariant. Since Ψ is a left Quillen functor
(see Theorem 2.4.13) Ψ(Σ∞AΔ) is quasi-isomorphic to A0. ♣
The adjunction between Φ and Ψ now follows from Lemma 2.4.12 and the ordinary
Dold–Kan correspondence.
Lemma 2.4.12. If C = (Cn, ∂n) is a chain complex, then the composite
Στ0(C) τ0Σ(C)
Σ ◦N ◦ L ◦ τ0(C)
κ′Lτ0C N
(
F∗(S1•) ∧ L ◦ τ0(C)
) N((ρ′0)C) N ◦ L ◦ τ0 ◦ Σ(C)
is an isomorphism in all degrees above 1 and the inclusion of ker ∂0 in degree 1.
Proof. Assume n > 0 and x ∈ Στ0(C)n. In this case
N((ρ′0)C)n ◦ (κ′Lτ0C)n(x) = (ρC)n
( n−1∑
k=0
































= 0 for i = 1. Moreover, −→d n−1 =
d22 ◦ · · · ◦ dnn(x) whence
−→
d n−1(elk+1) = 0 for k > 0. Thus






Theorem 2.4.13. The functor Ψ is left adjoint to the Eilenberg–Mac Lane functor Φ.
Proof. Assume X = (Xn,•, σn,•) is a naive module over HZ and (Cn, ∂n) is a chain
complex. A morphism of naive HZ-modules f : X → Φ(C) consists of morphisms
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F∗(S1•) ∧ L ◦ τ0 ◦ ΣnC





















commute. The splicing together of top rows give a sequence whose colimit is Ψ(X), and
the similar splicing of the bottom rows give a sequence with colimit C by Lemma 2.4.12.
Thus there is an induced chain map F : Ψ(X) → C.
If f ′ : X → Φ(C) is another morphism of naive modules over HZ and F ′ = F , then
the chain maps N(fn,•) and N(f ′n,•) have to agree by Lemma 2.4.12. The Dold–Kan
correspondence then implies fn,• = f ′n,• for all n whence f = f
′.
Lastly, let G : Ψ(X) → C be a chain map. The morphisms Σ−nN(Xn,•) → Ψ(X)
induce chain maps Gn : Σ−nN(Xn,•) → Σ−n ◦ τ0 ◦Σn(C), and these chain maps are com-




: Σ−nN(Xn,•) → Σ−(n+1)N(Xn+1,•).





















commutes, while the rightmost part commutes by Lemma 2.4.12 in conjunction with
the computations
(









Thus the Dold–Kan correspondence gives morphisms gn : Xn,• → Lτ0ΣnC, and these
morphisms are compatible with the structure maps. It follows that the gns give the
desired morphism g : X → Φ(C). 
Note that Ψ and Φ does not form an equivalence of categories. Although the com-
position Ψ ◦ Φ is the identity on chain complexes, the colimit part of Ψ ensures that
Φ ◦ Ψ is not an isomorphism on naive modules over HZ. To see this, consider a naive
HZ module X where X0,• = ∗ and another naive HZ module X ′ such that Xn,• = X ′n,•
for n > 0 and σ′0,• is the constant morphism to the basepoint.
Deﬁnition 2.4.14. A spectrum of C∗-spaces is a functor C∗-alg → Spt, while a mor-
phism between spectra of C∗-spaces is a natural transformation. The category of spectra
of C∗-spaces will be denoted by [C∗-alg, Spt].
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In the stable projective model structure on spectra of C∗-spaces, a morphism θ is
a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) if θA is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) in the
stable model structure on Spt for all separable C∗-algebras A. ♠
Observe that the free–forgetful adjunction also extends to an adjunction
F : Spt ## nvmod-HZ : U
which is a Quillen adjunction. Since the stable Dold–Kan correspondence is a Quillen
equivalence, the proof next results follows along the same lines as the proof of Proposition
2.3.9, i.e. that the composition of left Quillen functors is again a left Quillen functor.
Proposition 2.4.15. The stable Dold–Kan correspondence yields a Quillen adjunction
(Ψ ◦ F)∗ : [C∗-alg, Spt] ## Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) : (U ◦ Φ)∗. 
Similarly to the simplicial spectrum case, there is a levelwise projective model struc-
ture on [C∗-alg, Spt]. In this model structure a morphism θ : X → Y is a weak equivalence
(resp. ﬁbration) if the morphism θn,• : Xn,• → Yn,• is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration)
in the pointwise projective model structure on simplicial C∗-spaces. Note that θ : X → Y
is an acyclic ﬁbration in the levelwise projective model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] if and
only if θA is a levelwise acyclic ﬁbration in Spt for all separable C
∗-algebras A. More-
over, if θ : X → Y is a levelwise projective weak equivalence, then θA is a levelwise
weak equivalence for all separable C∗-algebras A. So θ is also a stable projective weak
equivalence.
Lemma 2.4.16. The levelwise projective model structure has the same coﬁbrations as
the stable projective model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt].
Proof. Recall that η : V → W is a coﬁbration in the levelwise projective model structure
if and only if η has the left lifting property with respect to all morphism θ in [C∗-alg, Spt]
such that θA is a levelwise acyclic ﬁbrations for all C
∗-algebras A. Now the levelwise
acyclic ﬁbrations on Spt are precisely the acyclic ﬁbrations of the stable model structure
on Spt by [Hov01, Corollary 3.5]. So η is a levelwise projective coﬁbration if and only if
it has the left lifting property with respect to all morphisms θ in [C∗-alg, Spt] such that
θA is a stable acyclic ﬁbration for all separable C
∗-algebras A. It follows that the stable
projective coﬁbrations coincide with the levelwise projective coﬁbrations. 
Proposition 2.4.17. Let [C∗-alg, Spt]l and [C
∗-alg, Spt]s denote the category [C
∗-alg, Spt]
with the levelwise projective and stable projective model structure respectively. In this
case the identity functor [C∗-alg, Spt]l → [C∗-alg, Spt]s is a left Quillen functor. 
By [Hov01, Theorem 1.13] the levelwise model structure on Spt is both proper and
combinatorial (recall that the Quillen model structure on sSet∗ satisﬁes both of those
properties). In view of [Hov01, Corollary 3.5] it follows from [Hir03, Theorem 4.1.1] that
the stable model structure on Spt is left proper and combinatorial. Consequentially, by
Theorem 1.4.13 both the levelwise projective model structure and the stable projective
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model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] are both left proper∗ and combinatorial. Combining
this with the fact that the identity functor is a left Quillen functor from the projective
levelwise model structure to the stable projective model structure hints to the fact that
the stable projective model structure is a left Bousﬁeld localisation of the levelwise
projective model structure. This is indeed the case. One way to see this is to use
[Dug01, Proposition 3.2]. Another method is to use a question on MathOverﬂow asked
by Charles Rezk and answered by Denis-Charles Cisinski (http://mathoverflow.net/
questions/19313).
Corollary 2.4.18. There is a set S such that the stable projective model structure is
the left Bousﬁeld localisation of the levelwise projective model structure with respect to
S .
Proof. For X a spectrum of C∗-spaces, let QX → X be some coﬁbrant replacement
in the levelwise projective model structure. Since the map QX → X is a levelwise
projective weak equivalence, it is also a stable projective weak equivalence. So the
identity functor [C∗-alg, Spt]l → [C∗-alg, Spt]s is homotopically surjective in the sense of
[Dug01, Deﬁnition 3.1]. Since the levelwise projective model structure is proper, [Dug01,
Proposition 3.2] provides a set S such that the left Bousﬁeld localisation of [C∗-alg, Spt]l
with respect to S is [C∗-alg, Spt]s. 
In [Øst10] the stable model structure has its genesis in the Bousﬁeld localisation of
the levelwise projective model structure. So let f : X → Y be a morphism of C∗-spectra.
The morphism f is a levelwise exact projective weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) if
fn,• : Xn,• → Yn,• is a weak equivalence (resp. ﬁbration) in the exact projective model
structure on C∗-spaces, and similarly for levelwise matrix invariant and levelwise ho-
motopy invariant weak equivalences (resp. ﬁbrations). By Theorem 1.4.13 these are
all left proper combinatorial model structures. The passage from the levelwise exact
projective model structure to the stable exact model structure now follows from Corol-
lary 2.4.18. Thus the stable exact projective (resp. stable matrix invariant and stable
homotopy invariant) model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] is the left Bousﬁeld localisation of
the levelwise exact projective (resp. levelwise matrix invariant and levelwise homotopy
invariant) model structure with respect to the morphisms in the set S of Corollary
2.4.18.
Denote by YΔ the“simplicial Yoneda embedding”which takes a separable C∗-algebra
B to the discrete simplicial C∗-space given by n → HomC∗-alg(B, ) for n ∈ Δop. From
the proof of [Øst10, Proposition 3.32] (modiﬁed to work with split exact sequences and
pointed C∗-spaces), the exact projective model structure is the left Bousﬁeld localisation










∣∣∣ A′ → A → A′′ is split exact }.
∗ The levelwise projective model structure is also right proper.
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Let P ′ be the collection of morphism f in [C∗-alg, Spt] such that fn,• ∈P for all n ≥ 0,
and note that it is a set if one restricts to looking at objects A, A′ and A′′ from a skeleton
of C∗-alg. It follows that stable exact model structure is the left Bousﬁeld localisation
of the levelwise projective model structure with respect to morphisms of P ′ ∪S .
The technique of Proposition 2.3.13 now gives Quillen adjunctions between the left
Bousﬁeld localised model structures on [C∗-alg, Spt] and the left Bousﬁeld localised model
structures on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
Proposition 2.4.19. The stable Dold–Kan correspondence gives Quillen adjunctions
between
1. the stable exact projective model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] and the split exact model
structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
2. the stable matrix invariant model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] and the split exact and
matrix stable model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
3. the stable homotopy invariant model structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] and the split exact,
matrix stable and homotopy invariant model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
Proof. Since the proof of the ﬁrst point is virtually identical to the proofs of the second
and third points, only the former will be proved. By Proposition 2.4.15 the stable
Dold–Kan correspondence gives the Quillen adjunction
(Ψ ◦ F)∗ : [C∗-alg, Spt] ## Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) : (U ◦ Φ)∗
in the unlocalised model structures. By the preceding discussion, the stable exact model
structure is the left Bousﬁeld localisation of the stable projective model structure on
[C∗-alg, Spt] with respect to the morphisms of P ′. Moreover, since the split exact model
structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) is a left Bousﬁeld localisation of the projective model
structure, the functor (Ψ ◦F)∗ is a left Quillen functor from the stable projective model
structure on [C∗-alg, Spt] to the split exact model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).
By [Hir03, Proposition 3.3.18(1)] (Ψ ◦ F)∗ is a left Quillen functor from the stable





exact weak equivalence for all morphisms f ∈P ′. So let f : X → Y be in P ′ and note
that the map Q(f) is a weak equivalence between coﬁbrant objects in the levelwise exact
model structure. To see this, note that the coﬁbrant replacement functors coincide in
the levelwise exact model structure and the stable exact model structure since the latter
is a left Bousﬁeld localisation of the former. Since the diagram






Q(Y )    Y
commutes, Q(f) is a levelwise exact weak equivalence if f ∈P ′.
From the above considerations and Ken Brown’s lemma ([Hov99, Lemma 1.1.12]), it
is enough to show that (Ψ ◦ F)∗ maps acyclic coﬁbrations in the levelwise exact model
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structure to a weak equivalence in the split exact model structure. So assume f : X → Y
is an acyclic coﬁbration, and note that by the left lifting property with respect to levelwise
exact ﬁbrations the morphisms f0,• : X0,• → Y0,• and S1• ∧ Yn,•
∐
S1•∧Xn,• Xn+1,• → Yn+1,•
are exact projective acyclic coﬁbrations∗ in [C∗-alg, sSet∗] for n ≥ 0 (where S1• ∧F is the
functor A → S1• ∧ F(A)).
In order to show that (Ψ ◦ F)∗(f) is a weak equivalence it is enough to show that







(Ψ ◦ F)∗(Y )  C2
with ρ : C1 → C2 a ﬁbration in the split exact model structure on Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab).




 (Ψ ◦ F)∗(X)  C1
ρ

(N ◦ F∗)∗(Y0,•)  (Ψ ◦ F)∗(Y )  C2.




 (Ψ ◦ F)∗(X)  C1
ρ

Σ−(n−1)(N ◦ F∗)∗(Yn−1,•)  (Ψ ◦ F)∗(Y )  C2.





























(N ◦ F∗)∗ is a left adjoint it commutes with colimits, and by freeness there is a natural
isomorphism F∗∗(S1• ∧ Zn,•)  F∗(F∗(S1•) ∧ F∗(Zn,•)). Thus there are natural isomor-


















whence η is an acyclic coﬁbration (recall that (N ◦ F∗)∗ is a left Quillen functor). Con-
sequentially, if there is a natural transformation β : Σ−nP → C1 making the diagram (∗)
commutative then there is a lift λn : Σ
−n(N ◦ F∗)∗(Xn,•) → C1 compatible with λn−1.
Let C = (Cn, ∂n) = (N ◦ F∗)∗(Yn−1,•) and note that ker ∂0  C0. By the (unstable)
Dold–Kan correspondence and Lemma 2.4.12 the composite N((ρ′0)C◦κ′Lτ0C is an isomor-





Combining this section with λn−1 and the fact that P is a pushout yields the desired
morphism β.
The result now follows since (Ψ ◦F)∗(Y ) is the colimit over the morphisms Σ−n(N ◦
F∗)∗(Yn,•) → Σ−n+1(N ◦ F∗)∗(Yn+1,•). Thus the lifts λn : Σ−n(N ◦ F∗)∗(Yn,•) → C1
give the desired lift (Ψ ◦ F)∗(Y ) → C1. Since ρ was an arbitrary ﬁbration in the split
exact model structure (Ψ ◦ F)∗(f) is an acyclic coﬁbration, and in particular a weak
equivalence. 
As mentioned earlier, a naive module over the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum of the
integers is akin to a module over the ring of integers. However, a better analogue is given
by a module over the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum. This is a symmetric spectrum where
the structure maps can be extended to Σn-equivariant simplicial group homomorphisms.
The stable Dold–Kan correspondence is part of a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences between
chain complexes and modules over HZ[SS03b, Appendix B].
The zig-zag of the previous paragraph extends to a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences
between Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) and [C
∗-alg,mod-HZ]Ab (if the latter is equipped with the
stable model structure). Moreover, one can work with symmetric spectra of C∗-spaces
(i.e. functors C∗-alg → SptΣ). If it is possible to reduce this zig-zag to a Quillen equiv-
alence (with the functor Ch(Ab) → mod-HZ as the right adjoint) then this would give
a Quillen adjunction between Ch([C∗-algAb0 ,Ab]Ab) and [C
∗-alg, SptΣ]. However, at the
present time it is unknown if this is possible.
In [Øst10, Chapter 4] the notion of a C∗-spectrum is introduced. This is in some
sense analogue to spectra — as spectra allow delooping of the simplicial suspension,
C∗-spectra allow delooping of both simplicial and C∗-algebra suspensions. In order to
compare C∗-spectra with spectra of C∗-spaces, it is necessary to introduce the smash
product in C∗-spc∗. Recall that the category sSet∗ is a closed monoidal category, so by
the work of Day on internal objects, the category C∗-spc∗ is also closed monoidal. In
particular there is an internal smash product∗ ∧ and an internal hom object Hom†.
∗ The internal tensor product is constructed in a similar way to the one in Deﬁnition 1.2.2, so
(F1 ∧ F2)(A) = colimA1⊗σA2→A F1(A1) ∧ F2(A2). † In C∗-spc∗ the internal hom is given by
Hom(Y,X)(A)k = Nat(Y ∧Δk+, X(A⊗σ ) where Y ∧Δk+ the functor B → Y (B) ∧Δk+.
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. A C∗-spectrum is a collection (Xn,•, σn,•)n≥0 of pointed simplicial C∗-spaces
Xn,• and C∗-space morphisms (called structure maps) σn,• : S1• ∧YΔC0(R) ∧ Xn,• → Xn+1,•
(where S1• ∧X• is the functor A → S1• ∧X•(A)). Given simplicial spectra (Xn,•, σn,•) and
(X ′n,•, σ
′
n,•), a morphism of C
∗-spectra (fn,•) : (Xn,•, σn,•) → (X ′n,•, σ′n,•) is a collection
(fn,•)n≥0 of morphisms fn,• : Xn,• → X ′n,• in C∗-spc∗ such that the diagram









S1• ∧ YΔC0(R) ∧ X ′n,•
σ′n,•  X ′n+1,•
commutes for all n ≥ 0. The category of C∗-spectra is denoted by SptC . ♠
The functor C: [C∗-alg, Spt] → SptC takes a spectrum of C∗-spaces (Xn,•, σn,•)n≥0
to the C∗-spectrum whose nth space is Xn,• ∧ YΔC0(Rn) and where the structure maps
are (σn,•) ∧ μ−1n ) ◦ (idS1• ∧ τ) with τ the twist map YΔC0(R) ∧ Xn,• ∧ YΔC0(Rn) →
Xn,• ∧ YΔC0(Rn) ∧ YΔC0(R) and μ the isomorphism YΔC0(Rn+1) → YΔC0(Rn) ∧ YΔC0(R) obtained
from the morphism ν : C0(R
n)⊗σC0(R) → C0(Rn+1) given by ν(f ⊗ g)(x1, . . . , xn+1) =
f(x1, . . . , xn)g(xn+1).
Conversely, the functor V: SptC → [C∗-alg, Spt] takes a C∗-spectrum (X ′n,•, σ′n,•)n≥0
to the spectrum of C∗-spaces whose nth space is Hom(YΔC0(Rn), Xn,•) while the structure
maps S1• ∧ Hom(YΔC0(Rn), Xn,•) → Hom(YΔC0(Rn+1), Xn+1,•) are the result of hom–smash
adjunction applied to the composite



















(where the map evYΔ
C0(R
n)
is the counit of the Hom–∧ adjunction of pointed C∗-spaces).
A tedious computation using the Hom–∧ adjunction for pointed C∗-spaces now shows
that there is an natural bijection HomSptC
(
C(X), Z
)→ Hom[C∗-alg,Spt] (X,V(Z)), i.e. C
is the left adjoint of V.
The stable model structure on C∗-spectra is tailored so that ∧ S1• ∧ YΔC0(R) is
invertible in the homotopy category. It follows that both ∧ S1• and ∧ YΔC0(R) are
invertible in the homotopy category. On the other hand, the stable projective model
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structure on spectra of C∗-space is rigged so that ∧ S1• is invertible in the homotopy
category. Thus, in order to get closer to C∗-spectra the operation ∧ YΔC0(R) has to be
be made invertible in [C∗-alg, Spt].
2.5 A slice ﬁltration for KK
In [Øst10, Chapter 6] Østvær discusses the slice ﬁltration for the stable C∗-homotopy
category. This is a ﬁltration whose genesis lies in motivic stable homotopy theory and
the work of Voevodsky[Voe02]. The aim of this section is to study a similar ﬁltration
related to KK using the techniques of [HK06, Section 1].
The relationship between pointed simplicial C∗-spaces and pointed simplicial C∗-
spaces with KK-transfers is discussed in [Øst10, Section 5.2]. Due to the Dold–Kan
correspondence and the fact that KK is additive, one could equally well speak about the
category of connected chain complexes of additive functors from KK to Ab. Note that
the results in category theory of part I also works in the additive case (with the obvious
modiﬁcations).
Deﬁnition 2.5.1. Given an additive category A, the category of additive functors from
A to Ab will be denoted by [A,Ab]ad. ♠
Consider the object HomKK(C, )
0 = KK(C, )0 in Ch([KK,Ab]ad), i.e. the object
which is KK(C, ) in degree 0 and otherwise 0. For any F ∈ Ch([KK,Ab]ad) and separable










since KK(C, )0 is concentrated in degree 0, KK(C,C)  Z and C is the unit for the








O ◦ HomKK(C, )0,O ◦ Σ−nF(A⊗σ )
)
 Nat (KK(C, ),F(A⊗σ )n)
 F(A)n.
Recall that the suspension functor for C∗-algebras are given by C0(R)⊗σ while the
suspension functor for chain complexes, Σ, can be realised at S1(Z) ⊗T where S1(Z)
is the chain complex which in degree 1 is Z, and elsewhere 0. The combination of these
suspensions forms the basis for the Tate object.
Deﬁnition 2.5.2. The Tate object of Ch([KK,Ab]ad) is Z(1) = Σ
1HomKK(C0(R),
)0
i.e. Z(1) is HomKK(C0(R),
)
in degree 1 and 0 otherwise.
Let Z = Z(0) = HomKK(C, )
0 and Z(n) = Z(1)⊗n for n > 2. Since ⊗ extends ⊗σ, it
follows that Z(n) is HomKK(C0(R
n),
)
in degree n and 0 otherwise. For n ≥ 0 and F
an object of Ch([KK,Ab]ad), the nth Tate twist of F is given by F(n) = F⊗Z(n). ♠
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With the Tate twist at hand, one can for each n ∈ N form the full subcategory
Ch([KK,Ab]ad)(n) of Ch([KK,Ab]ad) generated by objects on the form F(n) for some
F ∈ Ch([KK,Ab]ad).





(n) for any n ≥ 0. ♠










Re-applying the adjunction to an : Hom
(
Z(n),
)⊗Z(1)⊗Z(n− 1) → idCh([KK,Ab]ad) gives




(1) → Hom(Z(n − 1), ), and taking the
Day convolution of f˜n−1 with the identity of Z(n− 1) gives the natural transformation
fn−1 : ν≥n → ν≥n−1, i.e. fn−1 = f˜n−1⊗idZ(n−1). The relation an−1 ◦ fn−1 = an now
follows from a tedious computation∗.




)→ HomCh([KK,Ab]ad) (F(n),G) is given by




denote the unit of the
hom-tensor adjunction, i.e. bnF is the result using the adjunction on the morphism idF(n).




is an isomorphism, so the
functor (1) : Ch([KK,Ab]ad) → Ch([KK,Ab]ad) is fully faithful.













Thus the second statement of the lemma follows directly from the ﬁrst statement.









O ◦ Z(1)( ),O ◦ Σ−i ◦ (G⊗Z(1))(A⊗σ ))




B(y) = x ⊗ y ∈ G(A)i ⊗ Z(1)(B)j for
B a separable C∗-algebra, j ∈ Z, y ∈ Z(1)(B)j and where G(A)i ⊗ Z(1)(B)j is viewed





. Moreover, since Z(1)j = 0 for j = 1 and
∗ The index n of fn is diﬀerent from the one used in [HK06, p. 2]. This is done so that it coincide










































where the last isomorphism comes from the invertibility of suspensions in KK. Un-
der the above isomorphisms (b1G)
i




)  Z sends idC0(R) to 1. 
A central point in the construction of a slice ﬁltration is distinguished triangles. For
[KK,Ab]ad the triangulated category in question is the derived category D([KK,Ab]ad).
Notice that for an object F of Ch([KK,Ab]ad), a separable C























and ⊗Z(n) preserves quasi-isomorphisms,
so they induce functors D([KK,Ab]ad) → D([KK,Ab]ad). Moreover, the above relations
also shows that the induced functors are triangulated. In particular this implies that the
functors (n) and ν≥n induce triangulated functors D([KK,Ab]ad) → D([KK,Ab]ad)(n).
A last piece of needed knowledge is that the D([KK,Ab]ad) is closed symmetric monoidal
by Theorem 1.4.16. It follows that the hom–tensor adjunction of Ch([KK,Ab]ad) gives a
derived hom–tensor adjunction in D([KK,Ab]ad).
Proposition 2.5.5. The induced functor (1) : D([KK,Ab]ad) → D([KK,Ab]ad) is fully
faithful.
Proof. Recall that a morphism F to G in D([KK,Ab]ad) is an equivalence class of dia-
grams F K∼## G in Ch([KK,Ab]ad). Moreover, if F(1) K
∼## G(1) is a morphism






















while the vertical isomorphisms are consequences of the proof of Lemma 2.5.4. Ap-





(1)∼## G(1). Thus it remains to show that given a morphism























) ◦ a1F is the identity on Hom(Z(1),F(1))(1). This readily
follows from the deﬁnitions of a1 and b1.
The same technique shows that if two morphisms F K1
∼## G and F K2∼## G























in Ch([KK,Ab]ad), then they were the same morphism before the application of (1). 
Corollary 2.5.6 ([HK06, Proposition 1.1]). The functor ν≥n is right adjoint to the in-
clusion D([KK,Ab]ad)(n) ↪→ D([KK,Ab]ad).





)  HomD (F,Hom(Z(n),G))  HomD (F(n),G). 




)→ HomD (F(n),G) is given by ζ → an◦(ζ⊗ idZ(n)).
On the other hand, the isomorphism HomD
(
F,Hom(Z(n),G)
) → HomD (F(n), ν≥nG)








is given by ζ → an ◦ ζ.
Deﬁnition 2.5.7. The subcategory ν<nD([KK,Ab]ad) of D([KK,Ab]ad) is the full sub-
category whose objects F are such that ν≥nF  0. ♠
In order to proceed with the construction of a ﬁltration, there is a need for several
adjoint functors. In [BBD82] the concept of a t-structure was introduced, and this is
precisely the tool needed. An English version of the theory can be found in [GM03,
Section IV.4].
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Deﬁnition 2.5.8. A t-structure on a triangulated category T is a pair of full subcate-
gories (T≤0,T≥0) satisfying the following “orthogonality” conditions:
1. If T is an object of T≤0 then so is ΣT , and if ΣT is an object of T≥0 then so is T .
2. If X is an object of T≤0 and Y is an object of T≥0 then HomT(X,Σ−1Y ) = 0.
3. For any object T of T there exists a distinguished triangle X → T → Σ−1Y → ΣX
with X an object of T≤0 and Y an object of T≥0. ♠
As mentioned before, the raison d’eˆtre for t-structures is the creation of adjunctions,
and the next proposition makes this manifest.
Proposition 2.5.9 ([GM03, Lemma IV.4.5]). Given a t-structure (T≤0,T≥0) on a tri-
angulated category T then
• there exists a functor τ≤0 : T → T≤0 (resp. a functor τ≥0 : T → T≥0) which is right
(resp. left) adjoint to the corresponding inclusion.
• for any object T of T there exists a distinguished triangle
τ≤0T → T → Σ−1τ≥0ΣT → Στ≤0T
where τ≤0T → T is the counit in the adjunction involving τ≤0 and T → Σ−1τ≥0ΣT
is the (chain complex) desuspension of the unit in the adjunction involving τ≥0.
Moreover any two distinguished triangles X → T → Σ−1Y → ΣX with X an
object of T≤0 and Y an object of T≥0 are canonically isomorphic.
Proof. This is proved in [GM03, Lemma IV.4.5], but their second bullet point is slightly
diﬀerent. They work with the full subcategory T≥1, where Z ∈ T≥1 if and only if
ΣZ ∈ T≥0, and a corresponding left adjoint τ≥1 : T → T≥1 instead of Σ−1τ≥0Σ. How-
ever, since HomT≥1(Z
′, Z ′′)  HomT≥0(ΣZ ′,ΣZ ′′) it follows that HomT≥1(τ≥1X,Z) 
HomT(X,Z)  HomT(ΣX,ΣZ)  HomT≥0(τ≥0ΣX,ΣZ)  HomT≥1(Σ−1τ≥0ΣX,Z), so
by the uniqueness of left adjoint functors τ≥1  Σ−1τ≥0Σ.
The statement regarding the counit and unit follows by inspecting the proof of
[GM03, Lemma IV.4.5]. 
Corollary 2.5.10 ([HK06, Corollary 1.4 (i) and (ii)]). There is a t-structure on the cat-





inclusion ν<nD([KK,Ab]ad) ↪→ D([KK,Ab]ad) has a left adjoint denoted by ν<n, and for
any object F of D([KK,Ab]ad) there is a distinguished triangle
ν≥nF
anF  F
(an)F  ν<nF  Σν≥nF.
Proof. First observe that Σν≥nΣ−1  ν≥n so ν<n  Σ−1ν<nΣ. Moreover, both of the
subcategories D([KK,Ab]ad)(n) and ν<nD([KK,Ab]ad) are (chain complex) suspension
stable. Thus it remains to check two things in order to have a t-structure. The ﬁrst is
that if F(n) ∈ D([KK,Ab]ad)(n) and G ∈ ν<nD([KK,Ab]ad) then HomD(F(1),Σ−1G)  0.
This is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.5.6. The second thing to check is that for
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any F in D([KK,Ab]ad) there is a distinguished triangle F
′ → F → F′′ → ΣF with
F′ ∈ D([KK,Ab]ad)(n) and F′′ ∈ ν<nD([KK,Ab]ad)
)
. To see that this is the case observe
that the triangle
ν≥nF
anF  F  cone (anF)
 Σν≥nF
is distinguished. So since ν≥n is a triangulated functor it is enough to show that ν≥nan
































 Hom(Z(n),F)(A)k ⊗ HomKK (C0(Rn),C0(Rn))
 Hom(Z(n),F)(A)k





Now, the morphisms fnF : ν
≥n+1F → ν≥nF and idF : F → F give rise to a mor-
phism (f ′n)F : cone (a
n+1
F ) → cone (anF). Combining this with the canonical isomorphism





F ◦ (f ′n)F ◦ (f ′′n+1)F : ν<n+1F → ν<nF.
This is natural in F, so there is a morphism fn : ν<n+1 → ν<n. The identity fn◦an+1 = an
















(an)F  ν<nF  Σν≥nF.
By Axiom T3 for a triangulated category (the octahedron axiom) applied to braid of
distinguished triangles generated by an+1F = a
n
F ◦ fnF there is an isomorphism cone (fnF ) 
Σ−1cone ((fn)F). Let νnF = Σ−1cone ((fn)F), ν≤n = ν<n+1 and consider the distinguished
triangle
νnF  ν≤nF
(fn)F  ν≤n−1F  cone ((fn)F).
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(fn)∗F  HomD(ν≤nF,Σn+mG)  HomD(νnF,Σn+mG)

HomD(ν≤n−1F,Σn+m+1G)
i.e. part of an unrolled exact couple. Moreover, the isomorphism ν≥0F  F implies
that ν<0F = ν≤−1F is zero in D([KK,Ab]ad). Deﬁne A
s,t = HomD(ν≤−sF,Σt−sG) and
Es,t = HomD(ν−sF,Σt−sG) for s ≤ 0 and note that by letting As,t = Es,t = 0 for s > 0
the above long exact sequence is extended to an unrolled exact couple.
However, due to Bott periodicity the resulting spectral sequence is somewhat unin-


















where the last isomorphism follows from the Bott periodicity isomorphism. Consequen-
tially ν≤2n−1F  0 so A2s−1,t  0 for all s.
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A Smallness of model categories
In order to prove that something is a model category, there is a device known as“Quillen’s
small object argument” that can be used to prove the factorisation property (Axiom
MC4). This device requires a notion of “smallness”, whose deﬁnition is a mixture of
categories and ordinals.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let C be a category, I a collection of arrows in C and λ an ordinal. A
λ-sequence in C is a diagram
C0 → C1 → C2 → · · · → Cα → Cα+1 → · · · (∗)
(with α + 1 < λ) in C such that for every limit ordinal∗ γ < λ, the induced morphism
colimα<γ Cα → Cγ is an isomorphism. A λ-sequence in I is a λ-sequence where all the
arrows in the sequence (∗) are from I.
The composition of a λ-sequence is the morphism C0 → colimα<λ Cα (it is assumed
that all the above mentioned colimits exist in C). A transﬁnite composition of morphisms
in I is the composition of a λ-sequence in I. ♠
Example A.2. In Set, the category of sets, the transﬁnite composition of any collection
of injective maps is again injective by transﬁnite induction. Assume
C0 → C1 → C2 → · · · → Cα → Cα+1 → · · ·
is a λ-sequence of injective maps. If λ = 0 or λ is a successor ordinal, then the compo-
sition is clearly injective.
So assume λ is a limit ordinal and let fα0 : C0 → Cα be the composition of the α-
sequence starting at C0. By assumption f
α
0 is injective for all α < λ. Now if f
λ
0 (x) =
fλ0 (y), that is 〈x,C0〉 = 〈y, C0〉 in colimβ<λ Cβ, there is some α < λ such that fα0 (x) =
fα0 (y). Thus x = y. ♣
Deﬁnition A.3. Let κ be a cardinal number. An object C of C is κ-small rela-
tive to I if for every regular cardinal† λ ≥ κ and every λ-sequence in I, the set-map
colimα<λ HomC(C,Cα) → HomC(C, colimα<λ Cα) is an isomorphism. If there is a cardi-
nal number κ such that C is κ-small relative to I, then C is small relative to I. ♠
Assume C is κ-small relative to I. Clearly, if κ′ > κ, C is also κ′-small relative to I.
On the other hand, if κ′ < κ, C does not need to be κ′-small relative to I.
∗ A limit ordinal is an ordinal that is neither 0 nor the successor of another ordinal. For instance, any
inﬁnite cardinal is a limit ordinal. † A cardinal λ is regular if the coﬁnality of λ is λ. Thus λ is
regular if and only if for all ordinals γ ⊂ λ such that γ has cardinality less than λ, one has sup γ < λ.
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Example A.4. Consider Top, the category of topological spaces, and let I be all inclu-
sions in Top. Consider a λ-sequence
C0 → C1 → C2 → · · · → Cα → Cα+1 → · · ·
in I (where λ is a regular cardinal to be speciﬁed later), and let f : C → colimα<λ Cα be
continuous.
If C is compact, then C is ℵ0-small relative to I. To see this, assume λ ≥ ℵ0, and
let U1, . . . , Un be an open cover
∗ of f(C). For each Ui there is a corresponding Cαi such
that Cαi ∩ Ui = Ui. Let α = supi=1,...,n αi. Then α < λ and f factors through Cα. This
gives the surjectivity of the map colimα<λ HomC(C,Cα) → HomC(C, colimα<λ Cα), and
injectivity follows by a similar argument.
If C is Lindelo¨f (i.e. any open cover has a countable reﬁnement, see [Mun99, p. 192])
then C is ℵ1-small† relative to I. To see this, assume λ ≥ ℵ1, and let {Un}n∈N be a
countable open cover∗ of f(C). For each Un there is a corresponding Cαn such that
Cαn ∩Un = Un. Let α = supn∈N αn and note that f factors through Cα. The claim now
follows since λ > ℵ0 is regular, whence α < λ.
Note that N with the discrete topology is Lindelo¨f but not compact. This space is
not ℵ0-small relative to I. To see this let Cn = {0, . . . , n} with the discrete topology
and Cn → Cn+1 be the obvious inclusion. Then N = colimn∈N Cn, but the identity on
N, idN, does not factor through any Cn. ♣
Deﬁnition A.5. A morphism in C is in I-cell or is a relative I-cell complex if it is the
transﬁnite composition of pushout of elements in I. Thus if f : A → B is in I-cell, then






C ′α  Aα+1
is a pushout, and A = A0 → A1 → A2 → · · · is a λ-sequence with f as composition.
The collection I permits the small object argument if the domains of elements of I
are small relative to I-cell. ♠
If f : A → B is in I-cell then f is in I-cof. To see this, suppose g : A′ → B′ has the
right lifting property with respect to I and h : A → A′, k : B → B′ are morphisms making
the evident diagram commute. By induction on λ there is a lifting in the diagram, since
for λ = α + 1 a successor ordinal B is a pushout of fα, while for λ a limit ordinal B is
the colimit over α < λ.
The converse does not always hold, but the proof of the small object argument shows
that any map f can be factorised as p ◦ g with g in I-cell and p in I-inj. If f is in I-cof,
this implies that f is a retract of g.
∗ The open cover should consist of elements from the subbasis for the colimit topology. † By
[Kun06, Lemma 10.37] ℵ1 = ℵ+0 , the least cardinal number greater that ℵ0, is regular (assuming the
Axiom of choice).
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Note that the coﬁbrations are closed under retractions and composition by deﬁnition.
Since the coﬁbrations are precisely the morphisms having the left lifting property with
respect to all acyclic ﬁbrations it follows that coﬁbrations are closed under pushouts and
transﬁnite composition.
Deﬁnition A.6. A model category C is coﬁbrantly generated if there exist sets of coﬁbra-
tions I and acyclic coﬁbrations J such that the ﬁbrations are precisely the J-injectives,
the acyclic ﬁbrations are precisely the I-injectives, and the domains in I and J are small
relative to I-cell and J-cell respectively. ♠
Note that in a coﬁbrantly generated model category the class of coﬁbrations coincides
with I-cof and the class of acyclic coﬁbrations coincides with J-cof. Moreover, any
coﬁbration is a retract of an I-cell complex and any acyclic coﬁbration is a retract of a
J-cell complex. In order to determine if a category has a coﬁbrantly generated model
structure, the following result by Kan is helpful:
Theorem A.7. [Hov99, Theorem 2.1.19] Suppose C is a bicomplete category and that
W is a class of morphisms in C that is saturated∗ and closed under retracts. Let I and
J be sets of morphisms of C such that the following conditions hold.
• The domains of I are small relative to I-cell.
• The domains of J are small relative to J-cell.
• The class J-cell is contained in both W and I-cof.
• The class I-inj is contained in both W and J-inj.
• Either the intersection of W and I-cof is contained in J-cof or the intersection of
W and J-inj is contained in I-inj.
Then there is a coﬁbrantly generated model structure on C with weak equivalences W ,
generating coﬁbrations I, and generating acyclic coﬁbrations J .
Another smallness criterion on a category is that of being locally presentable:
Deﬁnition A.8. Let C be a category and λ a regular cardinal.
A poset P is called λ-directed if every subset of P with cardinality less than λ has
an upper bound. View P as a category in the standard way†. A λ-directed colimit in C
is the colimit of a functor from P to C.
An object C of C is λ-presentable if the functor HomC(C, ) preserves λ-directed
colimits (i.e. it takes λ-directed colimits to λ-directed colimits and it also preserves the
limiting cones of functors from λ-directed posets. For the deﬁnition of a limiting cone
see [Mac98, p. 67]).
The category C is locally λ-presentable if it is cocomplete and has a set Λ of λ-
presentable objects such that every object of C is the λ-directed colimit of objects from
Λ. If C is locally λ-presentable for some λ, then C is locally presentable. ♠
∗ A class of morphism W is saturated if it satisﬁes the “two of three property”, that is if f, g, g ◦ f are
morphisms, and any two of them is in W , then so is the third. † I.e. there is a unique morphism
from p1 to p2 if p1 ≤ p2, and no morphism from p1 to p0 if p0 < p1.
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It can be hard to show that a category is locally presentable. However, if one accepts
Vopeˇnka’s principle things are much easier:
Deﬁnition A.9. Vopeˇnka’s principle says that if C is a locally presentable category and
S is a full subcategory of C with only identity morphisms, then the objects of S form a
set. ♠
The above deﬁnition is only one of several equivalent deﬁnitions. Several alternative
formulations can be found in [AR94, Remark 6.2 (1)]. Vopeˇnka’s principle is a large
cardinal axiom in the sense that it implies the existence of an extendible cardinal [Jec78,
Lemma 33.15]. On the other hand, if there exist a huge cardinal then Vopeˇnka’s principle
is consistent with ZFC [Jec78, Lemma 33.16].
Proposition A.10 ([AR94, Corollary 6.37]). Vopeˇnka’s principle implies that a cocom-
plete category C is locally presentable if and only if there is a small subcategory S of C
such that any object in C is the colimit of a diagram in S.
Deﬁnition A.11. A model category is combinatorial if it is both coﬁbrantly generated
and locally presentable. ♠
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